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PRESIDENT’S TURF

Sod Family and Friends, 
Protecting your investment is the focus for this issue. What are the 

investments, as a group of sod farmers, that we need to protect for better 

returns?  My initial thoughts lead to future generations and our 50th 

Celebration. Our theme, “Celebrating our Past and Inspiring our Future,” is 
certainly worth protecting.

Protect is the first part of this theme. I recently read an article about men and 

their protective instincts at ParentLeadership.com by James B. Stenson:

“Men are different from women. They are wired differently, think differently. They 
have instincts and attitudes and physical strengths that empower them for tough-
minded, sacrificial service to those people who count most in their lives, starting with 
their families.

All special features of an adult male’s personality, developed from boyhood—
muscles, will power, stamina, competitive drive, aggressiveness and assertiveness, 
mathematical and abstractive powers of mind, love for strategic planning and 
manipulating physical reality, strong sense of fairness and ethical conduct—all 
coordinate toward a single great purpose in life: protection.”  

Protecting the family begins at birth and truly continues until death. I believe 

many of these things listed above are what make each of our businesses successful. 

God knew exactly what he was doing when He created male and female. Having 

men that support me is, and has been, very important. There is also a protective 

gene in mothering; that’s where the term ‘mother hen’ originated. 

I believe also that protecting our investments goes beyond family; it spills over 

into all of life’s relationships. To name a few: farming/stewards of creation, 

employer/employee, suppliers/equipment, community involvement and being a 

TPI member.

Investment certainly requires time and resources. Often we only think of 

money, but we know that money cannot buy the most important things in life. 

The definition of investment that I prefer reads: an act of devoting time, effort, or 
energy to a particular undertaking with the expectation of a worthwhile result. 

Once you attend a TPI conference with this attitude of investment, you will 

gain several times over in the monies saved by simple applicable processes, new 

techniques, and incredible networking to be more efficient and productive. 

I’ve been blessed to get to know the folks of TPI. We are all at different points 

in our journey of protecting our investments. I am extremely grateful for my 

heritage. A wise Proverb says, “God-loyal people, living honest lives, make it much 
easier for their children.” Proverbs 20:7  

The values of TPI that we need to protect and continue investing our time and 

effort in include: Education, Research, Advocacy and Networking! Our heritage 

of TPI needs you. May we all continue to protect our investment in TPI.
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Blessings, 
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*Lower salt index has higher level of safety.

©2016 Compass Minerals. All rights reserved. 1 Nutrient Removal by Major Vegetable Crops Grown on Calcareous Soils in Texas. Jifon, L. John, 2010.  
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If poor water quality is present or high 

salinity exists, Protassium+ is beneficial. 

With virtually no chloride and a low salt 

index, Protassium+ does not deposit 

additional salts into the soil. 

THE BENEFITS OF PROTASSIUM+ 

Turfgrass harvest removes 

up to 160 lbs. of K2O per 

acre of soil1. Without 

proper potassium 

application and replenishment,  

durability and appearance of turfgrass 

can be greatly compromised. 

THE NEED FOR

POTASSIUM

Known as the 4th major  

nutrient, sulfur serves many  

essential functions in turf  

growth, such as chlorophyll  

formation and enzyme activation2.  

With Protassium+, turfgrass receives  

17% of readily available sulfate sulfur, 

rather than elemental sulfur, which can 

take weeks or months to convert.

TWO ESSENTIAL 

NUTRIENTS

INCREASED STRENGTH 

Potassium has a strong influence  

on improving turfgrass drought 

tolerance, cold hardiness and  

disease resistance3. Containing  

50% K, Protassium+ can help  

cultivate durable, resilient turf4. 

Many turf producers supply their turfgrass with fertilizers that contain high 

levels of potassium and chloride. While high potassium content is beneficial, 

high chloride content often leads to turf burn and increased stress. To avoid the 

detrimental effects of chloride, turf producers have turned to  Protassium+™ 
premium sulfate of potash (0-0-50-17S), a premium K source with more to offer.

Why Turfgrass Producers Are Making the Switch to Protassium+

Turf Burn
Avoid  Chloride-Induced

Muriate of Potash

CHLORIDE Less than 1% 47%

SALT INDEX 0.85 per unit of K 2O*  
Lowest of all major potassium sources

1.93 per unit of K 2O

SULFATE SULFUR 17% 0%

POTASSIUM 50% 60%

VERSATILITY

Turf Granular 

Mini Granular  

Greens Grade 

Soluble Fines 

Limited

ORGANIC CERTIFICATION
OMRI 
CDFA

No

BEST VALUE ✓ X

Contact your local retailer or Compass Minerals at 800.743.7258.

2010.  
utrient,” IPNI Plant Nutrition TODAY, Spring, 2010, No. 7,  
http://plantscience.psu.edu/research/centers/turf/extension/
dustry.com/article/protassium-sulfate-turf-health/

al salts into the soil. 

00.743.7258.
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environments that result in better water quality, a greater 

awareness of conservation, and encourage healthy lifestyles 

through the promotion and use of natural turfgrass. 

The goals set forth by the board address three primary 

components that include:

Goal 1: Environment 
Gain the trust of the public and government 
agencies by educating them on the environmentally 
positive benefits of natural turfgrass. 

Goal 2: Consumers 

Provide consumers with access to knowledge and 
research so they can make an informed choice 
recognizing natural turfgrass as the best surface for 
sports, recreation and open spaces. 

Goal 3: Members 

Effective communication so as to ensure TPI 
members gain value through access to expanded 
research, collaboration, education, benefiting from 
promotion and consumer education.

The board has proposed numerous step-by-step strategies 

to address these primary goals over the next three-to-five 

years. Through their effort, foresight and leadership, each 

step in the process will serve to ensure TPI’s continued 

success in providing its members with service and support 

to drive their business, educate consumers and promote 

awareness of the environmental benefits of natural grass 

worldwide. It also serves to reinforce the subhead theme 

of TPI’s 50th Anniversary: “Celebrating Our Past, 

Inspiring Our Future.”

Until next time,

A Mission - A Strategic Plan - A Commitment to the Future

TPI’s commitment to the future is best stated in its new 

mission statement: “Promoting the global environmental 
benefits and use of turfgrass through education and research.”

More than words, TPI’s new mission statement, adopted 

on July 28, 2016, by the Board of Trustees, serves to 

underscore the association’s commitment to its members 

on what will soon be a half-century of dedication and 

stewardship on the part of TPI members worldwide; 

be they turfgrass producers, manufacturers, suppliers, 

researchers or turfgrass Extension Specialists; their 

individual and collective dedication, innovation and 

commitment have dramatically revolutionized turfgrass 

production and the products they provide.

The board also adopted a strategic plan. Its fundamental 

purpose is to advocate natural turfgrass while identifying 

the association’s core values of Trust, Innovation, 

Collaboration, Stewardship, Inclusiveness and a 

commitment to Service.

In looking to the future the strategic plan also took 

into consideration key drivers of change such as 

environmental issues and regulations, consumer 

education, efficiencies in both labor and machines, 

acknowledging demand, the availability of labor, 

conveying an increased awareness of advancements 

in technology and data, profitability, and a sensitive 

awareness of competition from alternative products.  

With heightened mindfulness and focus, TPI plans to 

engage all turfgrass producers in research and promotion, 

and as a result, strive to achieve successful growing 

operations. And through stewardship and effective 

communication, help communities achieve outdoor 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S TURF

Sandy Reynolds

Each step in the process will serve 
to ensure TPI’s continued success in 
providing its members with service 
and support to drive their business, 

educate consumers and promote 
awareness of the environmental 

benefits of natural grass worldwide.
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TPI NEWS
WHAT’S HAPPENING NOW

2017 IS TPI’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY!   
This issue and future issues of Turf News will take you on a journey through the decades as we celebrate 
the past 50 years and plan for the next 50. This issue features the decade of the '90s.

HISTORIC PHOTOS WANTED 
Do you have photos of ASPA or TPI events over the years? If so, can you please share them so we can make 
copies and include them in a showcase of TPI’s history at out 50th Anniversary Celebration in Tampa? If 
you have photos to share, contact Jim Novak at 847-649-5555 or send copies to info@TurfGrassSod.org.

SHOWCASE YOUR VINTAGE EQUIPMENT IN TAMPA 
Do you have vintage equipment you would like to feature during TPI’s 50th Anniversary? The Planning 
Committee is working on details so interested members can feature their antique equipment at the Field 
Day on February 22, 2017. Contact TPI headquarters for more information. 

FARM CHALLENGE 
Have you taken Louis & Ginger Brooking up on their farm challenge to help TPI celebrate our first Fabulous 
50 years? Details on page 12.

TPI EVENTS

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
TPI 2017 International Education Conference & Field Day  
Celebrating TPI's 50th Anniversary  
February 20-23, 2017 in Tampa, Florida – USA  
Saddlebrook Resort 
Field Day Host: SMR Farms, LLC 

Save this date and plan to celebrate 50 years with us! It will be a celebration to remember!  

The TPI conferences and conventions provide you with an opportunity to meet with turfgrass professionals 
from around the world, and include education sessions, business meetings, exhibits, live equipment 
demonstrations and social activities. There is something for every professional in the industry at this TPI event. 

Take advantage of networking and educational opportunities at these TPI events.

WHAT TO KNOW
Did you know that TPI members can view pictures from past conventions 
and conferences on Smug Mug? 

Visit: www.tpiphotos.smugmug.com/ to take a journey down memory lane.
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Contest is open to all TPI members, their families and employees! 

How would you like to see everyone wearing your 
t-shirt design at TPI’s 50th Anniversary Celebration 
in Tampa, Florida - February 20-23, 2017? All TPI 
members, their families and their employees are 
invited to submit their design ideas to TPI by October 
14, 2016.  

The winning entry will be featured on t-shirts at TPI’s 
International Education Conference & Field Day in 
Tampa, FL, on February 20-23, 2017.

Be creative. Use your imagination.  
Make it a family event.  
Come up with a graphic illustration or word art that 
captures the spirit of TPI as we celebrate our 50th 
Anniversary. You don’t have to be a great artist to 
enter. The winning entry, if need be, will be rendered 
by a professional graphic artist. Submit your ideas to 
TPI at info@TurfGrassSod.org or mail them to: 

Turfgrass Producers International

2 E. Main Street, East Dundee, IL 60118 USA 

The European Turfgrass Producers are extending ETP member registration fees to all TPI members, their 
families and their guests who attend the ETP Farm Tour, September 28-30 in Ginosa, Italy. 
The registration fee to TPI members and ETS (European Turfgrass Society) members is only € 250, the 
same as the ETP Member price. The cost to non-ETP members is € 350, so that’s a big savings for TPI 
members. For more information on this great tour visit: http://www.turfgrassproducers.eu/2016farmtour/
 

TPI NEWS

ETP FARM TOUR - SPECIAL SAVINGS

DESIGN A T-SHIRT TO CELEBRATE TPI'S 50th ANNIVERSARY 

TPI MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE EUROPEAN TURFGRASS PRODUCERS ETP FARM TOUR!
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For more information go to www.TheLawnInstitute.org/page/forevergreen/ 

Personalize the next page

 

(Helpful Hints from The Lawn Institute) Insert your company’s 
business address and contact information at

 
www.TheLawnInstitute.org/pages/helpful-hints-from-the-lawn-institute/

 

  to access The Lawn Institute’s easy-to-use template. Then print and share with your customers—it’s free!

All Seasons Grass, Inc.
Bethel Farms—Will Nugent
Biograss Sod Farm—Warren Bell
Brouwer Kesmac—Eric Brouwer
Bucyrus Equipment Company, Inc.—Steven Dover
Coombs Sod Farms, LLC—John Coombs
Eagle Lake Professional Landscape Supply—Eric Heuver
Emerald View Turf Farm—Eddie Keeven, Jr.

—Irene Gavranovic–Sipes

A-1 Turf Farm—Doyle Anderton
Blue Valley Sod, Inc.—Bob Weerts
BP Turf—Brad Pack
Central Sod Farms of Maryland, Inc.—Tom Warpinski
Chantilly Turf Farms, Inc.—Ray Weekley
Chickasha Sod & Grass Farm—Oscar Nelson
Coosa Valley Turf Farms, LLC—Tom Wolf
Evergreen Turf, Inc.—Jeff Nettleton
Evergreen Turf, Inc.—Jimmy Fox
Evergreen Turf South Africa—Fanus Cloete
Green Acres Turf Farm—Gary Youmans
H & E Sod Nursery, Inc.—Darin Habenicht
Heartland Turf Farms Inc.—Tom Keeven, Sr.
Heritage Turf, Inc.—Ron Nixon
Jacklin Seed—Dr. Doug Brede
JB Instant Lawn, Inc.—Mark Tribbett
Kogelmann's Creek-Side Sod Farm, Inc.—Gary Kogelmann
Landmark Turf & Native Seed—Larry Humphreys
McCall Sod Farm, Inc.—James Maulden
Medina Sod Farms, Inc.—Scott Gregoire

 

 

2017 Dr. Henry W. Indyk Scholarship
Scholarship Applications for the 2017 Dr. Henry W. Indyk Scholarship 
are now being accepted. TPI members, their family, their employees, 
and their employee’s families who will be attending college or graduate 
school during the 2017-2018 academic year are encouraged to apply. 
More info: www.TheLawnInstitute.org/pages/science/scholarships/ 

 
 
 

 

 

  
 

Hank and Mary Kerfoot (Modern Turf)

Thank You to All TLI 2016 Donors
The Lawn Institute sincerely thanks all members that have donated to The Foundation in 2016. In recognition 

of the Forever Green, Green Partner and 500 Club members, the lists below recognize those who have donted as of 8/1/16. 
For more information on how you can support TLI go to http://The LawnInstitute.org/ and click on SUPPORT TLI. 

Jasperson Sod—Randy Jasperson
Laytonsville Landscaping, Inc.—Doug Lechlider
Modern Turf—Hank Kerfoot
NG Turf—Aaron McWhorter
Sod Solutions—Tobey Wagner
Texas Sod Leasing—Bubba Simons
Trebro Manufacturing Inc.—Gregg Tvetene
Turf Merchants Inc.—Nancy Aerni

Oregon Turf & Tree Farms—Tom DeArmond
Patten Seed/Super Sod—Ben Copeland, Sr.
Pine Island Turf Nursery, Inc.—Chip Lain
Professional Lawns Ltd.—Alfred Cowburn
R.B. Farms LLC—Robbie Brady
Reid Sod Farm—Randall Reid
Saratoga Sod Farm, Inc.—Steve Griffen
SelecTurf Inc.—Jim Keeven
Somerset Seed & Sod, Inc.—Andy Hutchison
Southwest Sod Inc.—Matt & Jim Smith
Sumter Sod—Chip Block
TAMANET USA—Angel Lopez
The Turfgrass Group, Inc.—Bill Carraway
Tri-Turf Sod Farms, Inc.—Jason Pooler
Tuckahoe Turf Farms—James Betts
Tulsa Grass & Sod Farms, Inc.—Richard Stunkard
Turf Mountain Sod—Linda Bradley
Turf Mountain Sod—Fred Pittillo
Zander Sod Co. Limited—Claus Zander

Research Grant Proposals
The Lawn Institute invites researchers to submit grant 
proposals for studies that impact turfgrass farmers, 
distributors and consumers. Submissions will be accepted 
until 5:00 pm CST on Thursday, December 1, 2016.
www.TheLawnInstitute.org/pages/science/research-grants/

nvites re
that imp

sumers. S
Th

500 CLUB                     $500-$999

GREEN PARTNER          $1,000-$4,999

FOREVER GREEN                              LEGACY GIVING
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For more information on lawn care and helpful “How to” tips, visit The Lawn Institute at http://www.TheLawnInstitute.org.

Late fall is the best time to prepare your lawn for the 

coming winter and at the same time give it a great boost 

for next spring. In northern states, cool-season grasses 

such as Kentucky bluegrass, fine fescue, perennial ryegrass, 

tall fescue, buffalograss and creeping bentgrass will be 

slowing top growth and building internal resources in 

preparation for winter. In southern states, warm-season 

turfgrasses such as bermudagrass, zoysiagrass, St. 

Augustine and centipedegrass will go dormant after the 

first killing frost. 

Clean off any debris: Rake leaves and remove any other 

debris that can block sunlight and limit photosynthesis. 

Get a soil test: Assessing your soil health in the fall gives 

you time to correct nutrient deficiencies and apply the 

appropriate fertilizer. 

Dethatching: Thatch is an accumulation of undecayed 

and decaying plant matter at the soil surface that can deny 

grass roots the air, water, and nutrients they need to thrive. 

Dethatching will increase organic matter and stimulate 

the soil microbes that consume thatch. 

Aeration: For cool-season grasses, early to mid-fall is a 

good time to aerate your lawn. The ground is usually soft 

enough for removing plugs. But avoid aerating when the 

ground is too soft from rain, which can sometimes result 

in holes that close-up too quickly for nutrients, water, air 

and fertilizer to reach the root zone. Although aeration is 

recommended in spring or fall, the latter may be preferred 

depending on the climate in your area. 

Overseeding: Lawns composed of cool-season grasses 

can profit from overseeding to fix bare patches and 

fill in sparse areas. Because aeration creates additional 

space in the soil and reduces compaction, it is a good 

idea to overseed after aerating. Fall is the best time for 

overseeding these grasses as temperatures are mild, rainfall 

usually is adequate to help the new seed germinate and 

grow in, and there is less weed competition than during 

the spring. 

Warm-season turfgrasses can be overseeded with annual 

ryegrass, a cool-season grass, to provide winter color and 

an actively growing surface for recreational lawn use. In 

general, bermudagrass tolerates winter overseeding to a 

greater degree than zoysiagrass, centipedegrass, or St. 

Augustinegrass. Your professional regional sod producer, 

county extension agent, or the turfgrass specialist at your 

local garden center can recommend a variety of ryegrass 

seed suited to your region; one that will grow well 

during the winter and then die back when summer's heat 

returns, turning over the lawn once again to the warm-

season grasses. 

Fertilization: Fall is the best time to fertilize cool-season 

turfgrass so the plants can develop a strong reserve of 

carbohydrates in their roots. This will aid in spring green-

up. Apply fertilizer according to the needs shown by the 

soil test results. In some regions, a late fall follow-up 

application also may be needed. 

Do not fertilize warm-season turfgrass in the fall. It 

undergoes a hardening-off process to prepare itself for 

winter. Fertilization may interfere with that process. 

Mowing: Continue to mow grass until it stops actively 

growing. For the final mowing of the season, cut cool-

season grasses to 2.5 inches (6.35 cm). Cut warm-season 

grasses between 1.5 and 2 inches (3.81 to 5.08 cm), just 

a little shorter than during spring, summer and early 

autumn, for the final mowing of the season. 

Irrigation: Fall lawn care for cool-season grasses includes 

ensuring that your lawn receives adequate water to carry it 

through the winter. 

PREPARING YOUR LAWN FOR FALL
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Josh Lanius 

Sod Source, LLC

1014 Hemlock Drive

Spring Hill, TN 37174

615-613-5383

jlanius@sodsource.com

Don Hijar

Pawnee Buttes Seed, Inc.

PO Box 100

Greeley, CO  80632

970-356-7002

info@pawneebuttesseed.com

Kevin Mathias

University of Maryland

Institute of Applied Agriculture

2113 Jull Hall

College Park, MD 20742

301-405-4692 

jkm@umd.edu

John Rockie

PO Box 1461

Gig Harbor, WA 98335

253-303-2113

jrockie4655@yahoo.com

Bernard Sims

Sims Sod Farm

1608 Burning Bush Rd.

Ringgold, GA 30736

706-866-4062

SimsSodFarm@bellsouth.net

Gosse DeJong

Windmill Turf Farm, Box 263

Grimshaw, AB T0H 1W0 Canada

780-579-2234

hilda@abnorth.com 

Dick Considine

Superior Sod

17821 E. 17th St., Suite 165

Tustin, CA 92780

909-923-5068

RHConsidine@gmail.com

David DeBuck

DeBuck’s Sod Farm of Wisconsin

N6127 County Road P

Delavan, WI 53115

262-728-5424

debucksodwi@yahoo.com

Edward Cumins

Supertex, Inc.

312 W. Luther Avenue

Liberty, NC 27298

336-622-1000

edward@supertex-inc.com

Herman H. Wittig

Central Turf Farms, Inc.  

1238 County Road 107

Wharton, TX 77488

979-657-1122

gwittig@centralturf.com

J. L. Kidwell

Duraturf Service Corp.

9360 Buggs Island Rd.

Baskerville, VA 23915

434-689-3115

duraturfservice@verizon.net

Dave McClure

Evergreen Turf, Inc.

PO Box 18

Santa Teresa, NM 88008

575-589-0401

DMcClure@Evergreenturf.com

Jose Acosta

Evergreen Turf, Inc.

PO Box 209

McIntosh, NM 87032

505-384-2430

JAcosta@Evergreenturf.com

R. A. Javitch

Alfred Marsh Farms Company Ltd.

PO Box 90

Alfred, ON K0B 1A0 Canada

514-933-9993

forestry.farming@videotron.ca 

WELCOME NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS
Ben Wagner

Summit Valley Turf

56 Gornick Lane

Whitehall, MT 59759

406-287-2268

summitvalleyturf@gmail.com

Steve Bell

SKB Industries, Inc.

467 Inland Way

Lilburn, GA 30047

770-564-2186

stevebell@skbind.com

James Jenkins

Highland Sod Farms

1377 Hutcherson Lane

Elizabethtown, KY 42702

270-769-1005

highlandsodfarms@windstream.net

Dave Wallace

Tartan Farms, LLC

PO Box 983

West Kingston, RI 02892

401-641-0306

dave@teegreensod.com

Brian Petelka

Load Covering Solutions LTD.

5499 Harvester Rd.

Burlington, ON L7L 5V4 Canada

905-335-2012

brian@aero-kit.com

As TPI looks forward to celebrating 50 fabulous years, there’s no better way 
to support this milestone than by contributing to the Farm Challenge!

The Brookings of Brookmeade Sod Farm have pledged to donate $100 for 
every year of their 45 year membership and they challenge other farms to 
do the same. Match their pledge and donate $100 for each year you have 
been a member. Donations of any size are welcome!

Farm Challenge donations will fund 50th Anniversary Celebration activities 
and TLI research, education and scholarship initiatives.

50th Anniversary 

FARM CHALLENGE!

Questions may be directed to the
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By Ross Kurcab, CSFM

Editor’s Note: This article first appeared 
in Ross’s column, “Field Notes” in the July 
2016 issue of SportsField Management 
magazine. We thank SFM and Ross 
for allowing Turf News to reprint this 
article. The original can be found at 
http://www.sportsfield-digital.com/
July2016#&pageSet=15. 

Adapting to ever-growing schedules of sporting and non-

sporting events on their limited field spaces, modern turf 

managers are forced to adjust their maintenance posture to 

accommodate these schedules and deliver quality natural 

grass playing fields, the preference of so many athletes. 

There are myriad tactics and strategies aimed at attacking 

a heavy-use schedule on a field, with many newer ones in 

development. But eventually grass will lose the battle, and 

resodding crews are called in.

For the past 30 or so years since the advent of thick-cut, big-

roll sodding technologies, resodding parts or all of a playing 

surface was mostly considered as an expensive fix if things 

go wrong, or after a concert. But nowadays, we need to start 

thinking of resod work on the playing surface as a routine 

maintenance operation rather than an occasional fix.

Today, athletic field managers have options available almost 

anywhere they live to resurface their natural grass field and 

deliver a new, high-quality playing surface in just a few 

days. Through research at some of our great universities 

and innovation in private industry, we're gaining valuable 

information on how to create the best-possible sod and 

sodding techniques for such operations. Compared with 

other routine maintenance line items in your budget, 

resodding is relatively expensive, especially if a quick return 

to play is required using thick, big-roll techniques.

One idea is to pay for these resods with a fund built up 

over time by contributions from those entities that use — 

and damage — the surface. The basic idea would be to 

require contributions to a field resurfacing fund that are in 

proportion to the level of damage that the games, practices 

or non-sporting events are expected to inflict on the playing 

surface. This is already being done, to some extent, at most 

major stadiums for the larger events. But too often, only 

what is actually required for repairing the surface from that 

event is allocated to the resod effort on the field. The rest is 

directed into the event revenue or returned to the field user.

Better results could be gained by keeping all field-repair 

deposits in a 

growing fund that 

can fully fund 

partial or full-field 

resod operations as 

needed by the field manager to maintain field quality. In a 

world of ever-growing field use schedules, facility owners/

operators would do well to change the damage deposit/

direct funding model to more of a field insurance model, 

requiring a nonrefundable "field event insurance premium" 

to be secured that is relative to the risk to the playing surface 

quality. This simple grouping and spreading of risk builds 

the required sod fund.

Every field user group could kick into the fund 

proportionally to the true cost of their field event.

Yes, even the youth sports leagues.

According to the National Council on Youth Sports, this is a 

$5 billion per year industry with the average parent spending 

$671 a year on a child's sports activities (ages 6-16). Also, 

20 percent of parents spend over $1,000 each year. NCYS 

estimates there are 45 million youth sports participants in the 

U.S. A major factor in a youth athlete's development is field 

quality; a small contribution toward it could go a long way.

In today's era of elite youth travel teams with home, away 

and alternate uniforms, $100 cleats and multimillion dollar 

concerts, a field fails not for lack of money but for lack of 

awareness. Field repair by resodding will generally cost 

$0.50 to $1.50 per square foot for the entire process, soup 

to nuts. So a typical football field can be fully resodded for 

between $30,000 and $85,000. (The final total depends 

on the level of play, where you live and especially on the 

thickness and quality of the sod.)

Put this into your field manager's hip pocket and watch field 

quality improve. Typically, the entire process is contracted 

out to one or a few qualified firms, and most projects can be 

completed in one to four days, depending on scope.

Given the quality of today's sports sods and the quick 

resurfacing results, now is the time for a change in attitude 

for the events-beleaguered field manager. With a good sod 

plan and adequate funding, it becomes kind of like the tag 

line from that old commercial for Doritos: "Crunch all you 

want; we'll make more.” 

Ross Kurcab is a certified sports field manager, consultant
and owner of Championship Sports Turf Systems. He can 
be reached at turf444@gmail.com. 

Photos courtesy of Ross Kurcab, CSFM
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EVENT GROWTH NECESSITATES  
BEGINNING A SOD FUND
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5 0  &  f a bu l o us

1990-1999
countdown to tpi’s 5oth anniversary in 2017

Compiled by Suz Trusty

The American Sod Producers 

Association (ASPA) was officially 

established on July 11, 1967. (It 

was renamed Turfgrass Producers 

International (TPI) in 1994 to better 

reflect the international scope of the 

association.) This article—covering 

1990 to 1999—is the fourth decade-

by-decade review of the growth of the 

association, leading up to the 50 & 

Fabulous Anniversary Celebration. 

Much of the information covered in 

the “50 & Fabulous–Countdown to 

TPI’s 50th Anniversary” series of 

articles will be drawn from the History 
of Turfgrass Producers International, 
which was developed for the 40th 

Anniversary of TPI. It was edited by 

Dr. Wendell Mathews, former editor 

of Turf News, and Walt Pemrick, 

TPI president 1983-1984. Among 

the others assisting with historical 

documentation, was Dr. James B 

Beard, and his “Evolution of Turfgrass 
Sod,” is included in the publication. 

The 40th Anniversary book drew on 

material included in the 25th Anniversary 

book, titled Turfgrass: Natures Constant 
Benediction, which was co-edited by 

Janice Betts and Dr. Wendell Mathews. 

Both books acknowledge and thank the 

multiple contributors of information and 

photos. A quote from Turfgrass: Natures 
Constant Benediction sums up not only the 

compilation of historic background, but 

also the development of the association, 

“Together, all of us have done what 
one person could not accomplish.”

1990 
Environmental issues were the focus of ASPA’s 1990 Midwinter Conference held 

at the Hilton at Walt Disney World, Orlando, FL, February 14-16. Emphasizing 

that focus, Dr. James B Beard, Texas A&M University, spoke to attendees in 

both a pre-conference seminar and a conference session sharing the results of 

his research on the environmental benefits of turfgrass. A second pre-conference 

seminar addressed turfgrass fertility. The post-conference farm tour visited 

Kirkland Sod in New Smyrna Beach and Floriturf in Kissimmee. 

Midwinter Conference chair, Cecil Collings of Green Valley Turf Farms, Inc., 

Canfield, OH, was elected ASPA president for 1990-1991 at the Summer 

Convention and Field Days, held at the Westin Hotel, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 

July 25-27. The Host Farm was the Manderley Corporation, with equipment 

demonstrations and static displays featured in two half-day sessions at their site 

in Kemptville and Manderley farm equipment demonstrated during a tour of 

their sod farm in Alfred.

ASPA put even greater emphasis on speaking out about the benefits of turfgrass 

in 1990: promoting its significant role in combating the issues of “global 

warming” and the urban “heat island” effect, establishing nine objectives; 

providing members with news releases for newspapers and radio; and reaching 

out to the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) through a 

booth at their annual conference. The United States Golf Association (USGA) 

established a “Turfgrass Information File” at Michigan State University to give 

electronic access to turf science literature. Caricatures of turfgrass and turfgrass 

sod were introduced in the spring issue of ASPA’s Journal of Environmental 
Turfgrass as “spokesmen” for the positive impact of turfgrass on the environment. 

Attendees gather under the ASPA banner during the 1990 ASPA Midwinter Conference in Orlando, FL.
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1991

The Hyatt Regency Hotel in San Antonio, TX, was 

the site of ASPA’s 1991 Midwinter Conference held 

January 23-25. Conference chair, Darwin McKay, 

Turfco, Meridian, ID, would be elected ASPA 1991-1992 

President in July. The program addressed a variety of 

issues vital to the economic and organizational stability of 

turfgrass sod farms. Topics included: the future workforce 

as it impacts sod production; sales and marketing in 

relation to a company’s public image; agronomics; and the 

pros and cons of buffalograss. Environmental concerns 

were an important part of the education sessions and 

included an update on implementation of ASPA’s nine-

point environmental program. The post-conference farm 

tour visited Quality Turfgrass Farms in San Marcos, 

owned by Dick and Steve Brown. An onsite used 

equipment auction followed the tour. 

The Summer Convention and Field Day was held at 

the Red Lion Inn, Portland, OR, July 31-August 2. 

California’s worsening water crisis had made it inadvisable 

to use the originally-scheduled facility in Santa Barbara, 

CA. Field Day Host was JB Instant Lawn, Silverton, 

OR, owned by Paul and Marie Jensen, who also hosted 

the opening night reception and dinner outdoors, on “a 

beautiful field of turfgrass.” Thursday was Demo-Day 

featuring equipment demonstrations as well as static 

displays. The Friday tour stops were Oregon Turf & Tree 

and Turf-Seed/Pure Seed Testing, all of Hubbard, OR. 

Dr. James B Beard was named ASPA’s Environmental 

Science Advisor in 1991. ASPA members received a copy 

of the comprehensive report, Farmland and Urban Soil 
Conservation Resulting from Cultivated Turfgrass Sod. A 

special environmental issue of Turf News was distributed to 

nearly 2,000 ASLA members. ASPA’s Third International 

Study Tour visited Austria, Germany and the Netherlands.

1992
ASPA’s 1992 Midwinter Conference was held at Bally’s 

Resort, Las Vegas, NV, February 5-7. The pre-conference 

seminar addressed, “How to Market Sod in Any 

Economy,” which tied into other sessions for coping with 

the down economy in both sales and alternative planning. 

ASPA celebrated its 25th anniversary in grand style. 

Charter members shared in the festivities held in 

conjunction with ASPA's Summer Convention and Field 

Days at the Fairmont Hotel, Chicago, IL, July 23-25. 

Convention Chair, Mike Holmes, Warren’s Turf Nursery, 

Crystal Lake, IL, was also elected ASPA’s 1992-1993 

President. Highlighting the three-day 25th Anniversary 

Celebration was a special black-tie banquet and the 

introduction of past presidents, charter members and turf 

industry dignitaries. A unique and humorous skit written 

especially for the evening by Janice Betts of Tuckahoe Turf 

Farms, Tuckahoe, NJ, called on the acting skills of many 

ASPA members for the re-enactment of ASPA’s history. 

Mr. Turf, the newly-created public relations image of 

turfgrass, was introduced.

Field Day Host was Central Sod Farms, Inc, Naperville, 

IL. An antique sod equipment display was a special field 

day feature, in addition to the equipment demonstrations 

and static displays. An ASPA seed test plot area was a 

Field Day first. ASPA’s 1973-1983 Executive Director 

Robert Garey; and turfgrass researcher, Dr. Thomas 

Watschke, Pennsylvania State University; were presented 

as ASPA’s 12th and 13th Honorary Members. Tour sites 

included: H & E Sod, Markham and Momence, IL; 

Huber Ranch Sod Nursery, Schneider, IN; and Evergreen 

Sod Nursery, Peotone, IL. 

ASPA's membership of 915 included representatives from 

every U.S. state, nine Canadian provinces and 22 other 

countries. The 25th anniversary history book, Turfgrass: 
Natures Constant Benediction, was provided to members. 

A member looks over display materials at the 1991 ASPA Midwinter 
Conference in San Antonio, TX.

The ASPA 25th Anniversary logo includes the 1992 Summer Convention 
meeting site—Chicago.
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countdown to tpi’s 5oth anniversary in 2017 1990-1999

ASPA granted nearly $30,000 for environmental research 

related to turfgrass benefits. Volume 4 of the Journal of 
Environmental Turfgrass was sent to ASPA members 

and 2,500 garden writers through The Lawn Institute. 

Al Gardener, A-G Turf Farms, Inc., Broomfield, 

CO, was appointed ASPA’s first representative to the 

National Turfgrass Evaluation Program’s (NTEP) 

policy committee. The Board of Trustees developed 

and adopted a long-range strategic plan for ASPA and 

adopted the Mission Statement. A six-minute video on 

the environmental benefits of turf, “This Precious Earth,” 

was developed for members and the turfgrass industry. The 

video also contained a series of four 60- and 30-second 

public service announcements that could be modified 

by members for use in their local markets. Habitat for 

Humanity became ASPA’s first public service project.

1993
The Fairmont Hotel, New Orleans, LA, was the site 

of ASPA’s 1993 Midwinter Conference, February 3-5. 

Conference focus areas included: agronomic issues, 

environmental issues, business concerns related to image 

and communication, and family relationships, which was 

also the topic of the pre-conference seminar. 

The 1993 Summer Convention and Field Day was held at 

the Opryland Hotel, Nashville, TN, July 14-16. 

Richard Schiedel, Greenhorizon Group, Cambridge, 

Ontario, Canada, was elected ASPA 1993-1994 President. 

Bryan Wood, Tip Top Turf, Milton Keynes, England, 

was the first person elected to the Board of Trustees from 

outside North America. Field Day Host was Thomas 

Bros. Grass Company. Though rain the day before the 

field day and during it presented extra challenges for the 

host farm staff, field day volunteers, and attendees, the 

event continued with no disruption. The ASPA Board 

expressed its appreciation to Mark Thomas and the 

Thomas Family and farm manager, Jerry Graves, the 

staff, and the volunteers for their extra efforts. Tour sites 

included Thomas Bros. Farm, the Opryland grounds, and 

the ASPA seed test plots. 

A Ben Warren Memorial Foundation was established by 

ASPA as a tribute to the association's founding president 

with the goal of supporting turfgrass research to ensure 

and protect the future of the turfgrass sod production 

industry through science and education. Marketing was 

named a main issue. The Board allocated $100,000 for a 

marketing program and farm safety issues. A Membership 

Profile Questionnaire was issued to Class A members. 

ASPA’s Fourth Study Tour visited the Peoples Republic of 

China and Hong Kong. 

ASPA’s 25th Anniversary Celebration Banquet—Fun, Entertainment, Good Fellowship, and Confetti. Can you spot Dr. Henry Indyk?

ASPA flags mark off the demonstration area for the 1993 Field Day in 
Nashville, TN.
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1994
The Wyndham Paradise Valley Resort in Scottsdale, AZ 

was the site of the 1994 Midwinter Conference, January 

20-22. The pre-conference marketing seminar used a 

question and answer format for company analysis and 

definition of goals. Education sessions focused on helping 

members produce better sod; manage their office; and 

sell their product. Tour sites were Foothills Club West, 

a completely sodded golf course, and A-G Turf Farms. 

A special attendee was Wiley Miner, who was one of the 

five founders and the 1969-1970 President of ASPA, as 

owner of Princeton Sod Farms, Cranbury, NJ. He had 

done the initial work, and then had formed a partnership 

with Woodrow Wilson of Eastside Nursery, Groveport, 

OH, to develop the initial Princeton sod harvester. Those 

two shared memories with other long-time members. 

Executive Director Doug Fender was recognized for his 

ten years of service.

The 1994 Summer Convention and Field Days were held 

at the Newport Islander Doubletree Hotel, Newport, 

RI, July 27-29. Field Day Host was Sodco, Inc. Slocum, 

RI. Louis Brooking, Jr. was elected 1994-1995 President. 

Tour sites included: the University of Rhode Island 

Agricultural Experiment Station, Tuckahoe Turf Farms 

and Washington County Turf Farms. During the tour, the 

Strath-Ayr sod washing machine was demonstrated. 

In 1994, in response to ASPA’s growing international 

membership and visibility, ASPA changed its name to 

Turfgrass Producers International (TPI). The vote to do 

so was unanimously approved in the 27th annual business 

meeting held during the Summer Convention. The 

association’s membership included 932 companies within 

the U.S. and Canada, and in 33 additional countries 

worldwide. The membership voted to implement a major 

Turfgrass Public Education Program. The TPI staff 

increased to four full-time employees. TPI’s Fifth Study 

Tour visited Chile and Argentina. 

1995
The TPI Midwinter Conference was held at the Hilton 

Hotel in Disney World, Orlando, FL, February 8-10. The 

pre-conference seminar was “Farm Labor Laws” which tied 

into one of the education sessions. Other sessions focused on 

agronomics, business issues, marketing, lobbying efforts and 

included the popular “Show & Tell.” Keynote speaker, Dr. 

James B Beard, addressed “potential influences” and their 

affect on future developments in the turfgrass industry. A 

post-conference tour gave participants a backstage look at the 

Disney horticultural facilities and included a presentation on 

their turf management philosophies and practices. 

The Red Lion Inn in Omaha, NE, was the site of TPI’s 

1995 Summer Convention and Field Day, July 26-

29. Field Day Host was Todd Valley Farms. Douglas 

Barberry, Aldino Sod Farms, Inc., Churchville, MD, was 

elected TPI 1995-1996 President. A pre-convention tour 

visited the Nebraska Sod Company Farm, Stock Seed 

Farms, the City of Lincoln landfill site, Summit Seed 

and United Seed. Information on the Nebraska Certified 

Premium Landscape Quality Program was shared during 

the tour. In addition, two tours were incorporated into 

the convention schedule: the University of Nebraska’s 

test facility in Mead, NE, and the Valmont Irrigation 

manufacturing plant in Valley, NE. 

This line-up of harvesters is introduced to attendees of TPI’s 1994 Summer 
Field Day at Sodco, Inc. in Slocum, RI.

During TPI’s 1994 Summer Convention in Newport, RI, this panel 
announced a new PR Program was under construction. (From left to 
right: Doug Fender, Bryan Wood, Michelle Williams and Lisa Kallal, a 
TPI staff member)

Attendees check out the turf during the Buffalograss tour at TPI’s 1995 
Summer Convention and Field Days in Omaha, NE.
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In 1995, 11 “Media Fact Sheets” were made available 

to members for public relations use. The name change 

of the ASPA Ben Warren Memorial Foundation to the 

International Turf Producers Foundation (ITPF) was 

announced. The Articles of Amendment to officially make 

that change were submitted in June of 1997. Since its 

inception, ITPF had raised over one million dollars for 

turfgrass research. 

1996
The TPI 1996 Midwinter Conference as held at the 

Stouffer Renaissance Austin Hotel, Austin, TX, February 

1-3. Conference chair, Wayne Thornton, Todd Valley 

Farms, Mead, NE, would be elected TPI 1996-1997 

President in July. The pre-Conference seminar on Financial 

Management focused on solid financial concepts for 

determining return on investment, which fit the Conference 

theme, “Let’s Get Down to Business.” Despite a day with 

19-degree F. temperatures and ice, warming weather 

allowed the off-site banquet and the field day to be held.

The Hyatt Regency Hotel, Sacramento, CA, was the site 

of TPI’s Summer Convention and Field Day, July 25-27. 

Field Day Host was Delta Bluegrass, Stockton, CA. A pre-

conference tour included: the campus of the University

of California-Davis, Sierra Sod and Supply Farm and 

the Bunyard Sod Farm. A Family Business session was a 

conference highlight. The first post-convention tour visited 

Pacific Sod in Patterson, CA, where the Spyder forklift 

system of pushing the turf off the pallet at the installation 

site was demonstrated; Delta Bluegrass Farm; and A-G Sod 

Farm in Stockton, CA. The second post-convention tour 

visited the Crenshaw and Doguet turfgrass sod operation. 

“Turfgrass: First Aid for the Earth,” a TPI pro-turf, full-

page ad, appeared in four major green industry magazines 

in 1996. TPI’s public relations program reported 

placement of 336 articles in 271 different consumer or 

professional publications reaching over 17 million potential 

readers. TPI’s “Turf Resource Center” had established 

itself as a source for reliable and scientifically-supported 

information about turfgrass for writers and editors. The 

Atlanta, GA, Olympics used turfgrass sod in many 

competitive sites and public areas. 

1997

countdown to tpi’s 5oth anniversary in 2017 1990-1999

Attendees on the bleachers try out “the wave” during TPI’s 1997 Summer 
Convention and Field Days in Minneapolis, MN.

Larry Gatlin, entertainer at TPI’s 1996 Midwinter Conference in Austin, 
TX, signs autographs as Lee Ann Wagner and Merle Pittillo look on.

Attendees take in one of the education sessions during the 1995 TPI Midwinter Conference in Orlando, FL.
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The 1997 TPI Midwinter Conference was held February 

5-7, at the Savannah Marriott Hotel, Savannah, GA. A 

pre-conference tour visited “Historic Savannah.” The long-

established practice of making pre-conference committee 

meetings open to the members was acknowledged and 

promoted. A business efficiency seminar targeted efficiency 

in all aspects of a company: strategy; business management 

and financial decisions; people; and time management. Two 

post-conference tours were offered; one to Rapid Turf and a 

special study tour of Charleston, SC. 

TPI’s 1997 Summer Convention and Field Day was held 

at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Minneapolis, MN, July 17-

19. The Field Day Host was Haley’s Sod, North Branch, 

MN. Pre-convention tours visited the Toro Corporation 

and Bailey Nurseries. The area turf farms that sponsored 

pre-convention tours included: Peterson Sod, Hogdal 

Turf, A&L Superior Sod and Hentges Farms. Turfco 

Mfg. sponsored part of the pre-convention river cruise and 

gave a tour of their manufacturing facility. Lino Lakes 

Landscaping provided a tour of their farm and equipment. 

David Doguet, Bladerunner Farms, Inc., Austin, TX, was 

elected TPI 1997-1998 President. A major education session 

focused on “Immigration Law” and “INS Regulations.” 

In 1997, the association reached its 30th anniversary. A new 

membership category was added to accommodate retired 

members. The association launched a dual website: TPI and 

the Turf Resource Center. A new ad campaign highlighted 

the values of turfgrass sod for either “instant beauty,” 

“instant results,” or “instant play.” ITPF launched the "Your 

'2-Cents' Worth” campaign, seeking a 2-cent donation for 

every pallet of sod sold.

1998
TPI’s 1998 Midwinter Conference was held at The Westin 

Maui Hotel, Kaanappali Beach, Maui, Hawaii, February 

11-13. It drew 605 attendees. Optional activities included 

a “Sugar Cane Train” trip and a post-conference Ioa 

Valley Heritage Gardens and tropical plantation tour. 

The education sessions and the pre-conference seminar 

focused on labor relations and how to “Train, Retain and 

Motivate” the labor force. 

The Sheridan Premier at Tysons Corner, VA, was the site 

of TPI’s Summer Convention and Field Days held July 

16-18. A pre-convention “Day on the Hill” provided the 

opportunity for interaction with elected federal officials in 

Washington, D.C. Thirty TPI members participated in 54 

scheduled appointments and numerous “drop-in” meetings. 

Ben Copeland, Patten Seed Co./Super Sod, Lakeland, GA, 

was elected 1998-1999 TPI President. TPI Legal Counsel 

Monte Lake led a panel presentation that provided examples 

of dealing with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) investigations. It was offered in response to members’ 

concerns about the EPA’s implementation of laws. The Field 

Day Host was Summit Hall Turf Farm, Poolesville, MD. 

The optional post-convention events included the University 

of Maryland’s Turfgrass Research Field Day and a tour of 

Redskins Park. 

TPI’s membership exceeded 1,000 in 1998. The 

organization restructured its committee system, adding 

new committees, such as “Technology,” that would better 

prepare the association and its members for the 21st 

century. The Lawn Institute (TLI) merged with the Turf 

Resource Center. TPI’s Sixth Study Tour visited New 

Zealand and Australia.

1999

TPI’s 1999 Midwinter Conference was held at the Hyatt 

Regency Hotel, Tampa, FL, February 3-5. The theme was 

“Team Building,” focused on developing communication 

skills for effective interaction. The seminar tied into that, 

centering on family relationships in the context of the turf 

farm business lifecycle. A special workshop covered “The 

Use of PowerPoint.” Optional post-conference tours were 

offered to Bush Gardens or the Schroeder Manatee Ranch. 

The Holiday Inn South in East Lansing, MI, was the hotel 

site for TPI’s 1999 Summer Convention and Field Day 

held July 20-23. Optional events were a Michigan State 

Attendees enjoy great weather during TPI’s 1998 Midwinter Conference in 
Maui, Hawaii.

TPI members take part in the Washington D.C. “Day on the Hill,” held on 
July 14, 1998. 
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countdown to tpi’s 5oth anniversary in 2017 1990-1999

University (MSU) Symposium and tour of the MSU 

research test plots, a tour of historic Frankenmuth and a 

tour of Green Acre Turf Farm. The Field Day Host was 

McCleod Sod Farm. Members elected the first non-

North American President, Bryan Wood of Tip Top 

Turf, Ltd., Milton Keynes, England. Dr. Paul Rieke, 

MSU professor of Turfgrass Management, was named an 

Honorary Member of TPI. A special exhibitor’s “parade” 

of equipment was held at the MSU Pavilion.

TPI membership reached 1,063. A “members only” section 

was added to the website. TPI offered its first convention 

with "area-based" demonstrations. TPI's budget exceeded 

one million dollars for the first time in its history and 

an additional person was added to the staff. TPI’s Water 

Policy Committee met and began research for reliable 

scientific information to be used to develop educational 

materials on water use.

Members view the Silent Auction items for the ITPF fundraiser for research during TPI’s 1999 Summer Field Day.

Happenings in the '90s
The World Wide Web launched and the Information Age 

arrived. Google was founded in 1998, making it much 

easier to find this information, and much more. To get 

online you had to dial-up. The TV show “Friends” started 

its ten-year run in ’94 and “Seinfeld” ended after nine-

years in ’98. The first Harry Potter book was published. 

Everybody was doing the Macarena. One-hit wonder 

songs included: “Ice Ice Baby,” “I’m Too Sexy,” “Closing 

Time,” and “Mambo No. 5.” The movie “Titanic” came 

out. Operation Desert Storm began and ended. The 

Soviet Union dissolved. NAFTA and The World Trade 

Organization were created. Gas prices held fairly steady 

at $1.34 in 1990 and $1.22 in ’99. Slap bracelets were in. 

Were you ready for Y2K?

Editor’s Note: The History of Turfgrass Producers International 
is available to TPI members in digital format. Also available are 
PDFs of the ASPA Charter Members and all ASPA/TPI Conference 
and Convention dates and sites, including the Host Farm names. 
Past Weeds, Trees and Turf magazine articles and other historical 
resources are available to TPI members through the Turfgrass 
Information Center (TGIF). To access these materials, visit the “For 
Members” tab on the TPI website www.TurfGrassSod.org. If you 
see someone you know that is unidentified in any of the photos or 
have further information on any of the events, please let your editors 
know so that we might update the photos for future use. 
Also, if you have any photos that you’d like us to consider for 
future issues, please contact your editors.

All photos from TPI Archives.Sod Producers and Exhibitors exchange information and ideas during TPI’s 
1999 Midwinter Conference in Tampa, FL.

or 

The Water Policy Committee met in TPI’s Chicago office in 1999.
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By Steve Trusty

There are many things to consider when looking at 

ways to protect your investment. The first is, what is the 

investment you want to protect? Your business may be the 

first that comes to mind. And, that is certainly important. 

If you don’t own a business, you probably work for a 

business. You are involved in business in some way, and 

must work at protecting that investment.

Another important investment is yourself. If you don’t 

take care of that one, you’ll have much less opportunity to 

enjoy the benefits of the others. Following close is family. 

Besides the joy they can bring to you as an individual, they 

can be a great asset in helping you protect, and grow, your 

other investments.

Protecting—Yourself 

I’ll start here because this is the one investment that 

you have the most control over. And, at the same time 

you have the least control. You can determine how you 

maintain your body. You decide what to eat and when. Is 

the food and its timing going to help or harm your body? 

You can decide, and follow through, with the best kinds 

of exercise to maintain your body, and mind, in great 

shape. But of course, life happens. Even those that take 

the best care of themselves can suffer injury or come down 

with maladies that rob them of the good health they were 

working on. Following are a few tips to help you protect 

your investment in yourself:

• Eat more of what is good for you and less of what isn’t. 

Strike the proper balance, for yourself, that helps you enjoy 

what you eat and drink as it provides needed nourishment. 

• Determine if there is an exercise regimen needed beyond 

your everyday work activities. Maybe some muscles need 

more exercise so others are stressed less. 

PROTECTING YOUR INVESTMENT—
KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE SMALL THINGS   

• Get rest when you need it. It is too easy to get caught 

up in protecting your other investments and forget about 

yourself. Proper rest will help you be much more effective 

when you are not at rest.

• If you are a person of faith, take time to practice it. Take 

time for quiet reflection and communication. If you do not 

have that gift, take time to talk to some that seem to have 

it. In time, you might receive it.

• Give back by investing in other’s future. I’ve found that 

I seem to always get more long-lasting enjoyment out of 

being involved in helping others. That can be accomplished 

in so many different, personal ways. Just continue to look 

for opportunities. 

Protecting—Family

When we hear the word family, we immediately think of 

parents, siblings, spouse, children, grandchildren or other 

relatives. Family can also include other groups of people 

that are close to us in many possible ways. Family is very 

important. We were not created to operate in a vacuum, 

but to share life with others. We need each other in myriad 

ways. We consider those closest to us—family. Now for 

some tips on protecting your family investment.

• Make sure you reserve the time that your family needs  

  to interact with you. Whether it is meal time, talk time,  

  sports or other events, or just time, provide it as needed.

• Involve your family in the activities of your other  

  investments. That provides some of the needed time  

  together. This is great if they have an interest in what you  

  do, but don’t force them into activities that they are not  

  interested in, or suited for.

• Listen more than talk.
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• Give more than take. Another way of saying that is to be  

  more attentive of their needs than of your own.

• Lead by example. What you do is much more instructive  

  than what you say.

Protecting—Your Business
Your business is probably your biggest financial 

investment. There is also an emotional investment, but 

hopefully you invest more emotional capital in yourself 

and your family than you do in your business. Your 

business venture is made up of many parts. They include: 

land, buildings, equipment, personnel, operational 

systems, customers, crops, intellectual property, and 

probably much more. Each one of these can be considered 

an individual asset. Some are expected to go up in value. 

Some are expected to add value as they depreciate. Some 

are just outlays necessary to increase or enhance the value 

of others. Some are pure speculation, but, at times, we 

need to take chances.

Here are a few tips to help you do a better job of protecting 

the various aspects of your business investment.

• Personnel. People are an extremely important part of  

  your business. Having the right people in the right place,  

  doing the right job is going to make every other  

  important part of your business run more smoothly and is  

  going to increase the overall value of your business to  

  you, your customers and your suppliers.

- Treat your employees like they are as important  

    as they are.

 - Give them opportunities to grow, in their job  

                and in the company.

 - Give them space to protect their investments in   

                themselves and their families. 

 - Provide any necessary training to allow them to  

                work more safely and efficiently.

• Operational Systems. These are the systems that make  

  all the other parts of your business work. 

 - Have policies in place that lay out all  

                requirements for operating safely.

 - Plan to update and upgrade systems as needed.

 - Have a backup plan in place and make sure it is  

                regularly followed.

 - Develop an emergency plan for potential  disastrous    

                  events and make sure everyone knows their potential  

                  part in it. (See page 25 for more on this.)

• Equipment. This is one of those investments in your  

  business that is usually expected to depreciate. But, you  

  need to plan for that and get the most possible out of  

  each piece of equipment to add to your overall investment.

 - Determine the best way to store each piece of  

                equipment to maximize its useful life.

 - Develop a regular maintenance plan that allows  

                each piece of equipment to operate at peak  

                efficiency for as long as scheduled or possible.

 - Have a replacement plan in place so you are   

                ready when it is time to replace something.

 - Have adequate insurance to allow for  

                replacement in case of an insurable disaster.

 - Plan financially to set aside sufficient savings   

                in case something goes wrong with any of the 

                preceding plans. 

• Buildings. These might provide protection for employees,  

  customers, equipment, supplies or products. They also may  

  be used to facilitate sales, marketing or packaging. 

 - Design or redesign for optimum utility.

 - Have a plan in place to provide for needed  

                upkeep for protection and longevity.

 - Make sure they are covered by adequate insurance. 

• Land. While this can be the most limiting factor to 

your growth, it also is the most likely part of your overall 

investment to appreciate in value. An acre is an acre and 

will never be more.

 - Develop and maintain a plan to use your land  

                most efficiently and effectively.

 - Develop and maintain a plan to maximize  

                sustainability. Don’t deplete or use it up.

Protecting—Time

There are many variables in everything in the preceding 

paragraphs. We are all different and have many different 

ideas, wants, and needs. Some are big and some are small. 

One place where we are all equal is time. We each have only 

24 hours in a day. Breaking that into smaller segments that’s 

1,440 minutes, or 86,400 seconds in a day. If we don’t watch 

how we use the small things like seconds and minutes, the 

hours, days and weeks will get away from us. The more 

productive our seconds and minutes, the better job we’ll do 

on protecting all of our other investments. 

The better job we do on managing any, and all of the small 

things, the less chance there is for the big things to get out 

of control.

Steve Trusty is co-editor of Turf News. 

for the big t

ws.
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By Paul H. Burton, J.D.

Editor’s Note: This article first appeared in the quietspacing 
newsletter. Mr. Burton graciously allowed TN to reprint it here 
to assist in “Protecting Your Investment—In Yourself.”

My father passed away in March at the age of 91. He 

lived a full and active life. That's him bicycling with his 

grandchildren when he was in his early 80s. 

We held his memorial service in July so all family 

members could attend. Everyone took a moment during 

the weekend to say something about their life with him. 

My moment focused on our time spent playing golf 

together, which we did a lot over the years. 

The Five Lessons 

1. Always tee the ball up. There is no requirement 

to tee the ball up in golf. However, it does make hitting it 

easier. When I was younger (and "cooler"), I would toss my 

ball down on the ground at short holes and swing away. 

Father advised me to "always tee the ball up."

Life Lesson: Take advantage of opportunities that present 
themselves. You never know if it's going to make a difference, 
but it might.

2. Club down until you're hitting well again. The 

longer the golf club, the harder it is to hit. Confidence 

follows ball striking—good and bad—and confidence is 

a big part of golf. Father believed in "clubbing down until 

you're hitting well again."

Life Lesson: When things aren't going well, move to a 
comfort zone and rebuild your confidence.

3. Putt to the apple basket. Putting seems so simple. 

Just hit the ball into the hole over there. The problem is the hole 

is really small—about four inches in diameter. Putting from any 

further away than a couple of feet can be daunting. To make 

long putts easier, Father instructed me to "putt to the apple 

basket." The imaginary apple basket is a much bigger target. 

The next putt is easier once the ball is inside that distance.

Life Lesson: The goal is to succeed; not always to score. The 
apple basket created a higher likelihood of success because the 
second putt was easier. 

4. Fix your divot, plus one more. Golf is hard on 

grass. Clubs take divots on fairways and balls make divots 

on greens. Playing golf with Father always meant fixing 

the divot you made, then fixing one someone else didn't.

Life Lesson: Make it better for the people who follow you. Playing 
golf is an etiquette-rich sport. Life should be equally etiquette-rich. 

5. Carry, push, ride—In that order. Golfers choose 

how to get around the course. There's walking and carrying 

the clubs, walking and pushing the clubs, and riding on a 

power cart with the clubs on the back. Father played golf in 

that order as he aged—carried, pushed, rode. 

Life Lesson: Do what you love any way you can. Our abilities 
diminish as we get older. That does not mean we have to stop doing 
the things we love. It only means we have to find new ways of 
doing them. Father was 88 the last time we played golf together. It 
was a beautiful day and we enjoyed our ride around the course. 

The Measures of a Life
My brother spoke at the end of our family dinner. He 

quoted Corrie Ten Boom. "The measure of a life is not it's 

duration, but it's donation." Father's donation to me was 

teaching me a sport I will play my whole life and how  

to learn about life through that sport. 

Paul H. Burton is a recovering corporate finance attorney who helps 
people regain command of their day. As a nationally recognized time 
management expert, he regularly speaks to professional audiences 
about getting more done and enjoying greater personal and 
professional satisfaction. Paul is the author of six books on 
individual and leadership productivity. You can learn more 
about Paul and his practice at www.quietspacing.com.

Photos courtesy of Paul H. Burton 
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HOW PARENTS TEACH
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800.204.3122 | www.nwtiller.com

A leader in the industry, the Northwest Turf Tiller eliminates 
your sod ribbons while giving you  a superior seed surface for 
greater germination there by giving you a superior crop for your 
customer. The reverse motion eliminates any small stones and 
incorporates the ribbons back into the soil in ONE PASS. 
Increase your bottom line by reducing your cost per man hour 
, and saving on fuel costs.

WORK MULTIPLE PASSES 
INTO A SINGLE PASS

TURF TILLER

aggressive marketing by the Sheraton staff, within a few 

days Lehman Brothers contracted to use all 665 rooms of 

the hotel, its lounges and restaurant as office space. This 

relationship continued for several months until Lehman 

Brothers was able to purchase and renovate a new building 

and insured the survival of the Sheraton Manhattan hotel.

By Lucien G. Canton, CEM

Just surviving a disaster or rapidly resuming operations is 

not always sufficient to guarantee the future of a company. 

Physical damage is often the easiest problem to deal 

with following a disaster. But quick repairs alone do not 

equate to business survival if you cannot produce goods 

and services or there is no one to buy them. Once the 

immediate crisis is passed, it is essential to have a business 

recovery strategy.

A prime example of this is the experience of the Sheraton 

Hotel following the terrorist attacks in New York City on 

September 11. The hotel had not been damaged in the attack 

and initially enjoyed several days of sustained bookings from 

stranded travelers and rooms provided to rescue workers. But 

it soon became apparent that the attacks had dealt a heavy 

blow to the tourist industry. Room cancellations soared and 

the outlook for the future was bleak. The Sheraton needed a 

new strategy if it was to survive.

That strategy took the form of a partnership with 

Lehman Brothers, the global financial firm. Lehman’s 

offices were located in World Trade Center Three and 

had been severely damaged in the attack. The firm was 

desperately seeking an operating location for its 6,500 

employees. Owing to a pre-existing relationship and 

THREE QUESTIONS TO ASK AFTER A DISASTER  

The Lehman Brothers off ices were located in World Trade Center 
Three and were severly damaged following the 9/11 terrorist attacks.

The Sheraton Hotel (located in Manhattan) formed a mutually-
beneficial partnership with Lehman Brothers in the face of disaster. 
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 3. What is the impact on your  
     CUSTOMER BASE? 
 

      Disasters can frequently lead to demographic shifts     

      that can alter your customer base. Demand for     

      products and services can increase, decrease or be  

      unaffected, depending on the nature of these changes.  

      Disaster may actually offer an opportunity for  

      increased sales in some sectors. However, these  

      changes can be temporary or permanent, so increasing 

      capacity may be a risk. Following the Northridge  

      earthquake in California, many of the existing  

      population of middle-class, retired aerospace workers  

      chose to relocate to other states. They were replaced by  

      an influx of largely Hispanic immigrants. This 

      demographic shift resulted in changed demand for 

      products and services such as grocery items, clothing,  

      and restaurants.

These same three questions can, of course, be asked in 

the immediate aftermath of a disaster and can certainly 

help guide response activities. However, just considering 

immediate impacts can blind you to future problems. The 

long-term effects of a disaster can initially be very subtle 

and not manifest themselves for a considerable time. It is 

critical, therefore, to consider the potential impacts of a 

disaster on employees, suppliers, and customers over an 

extended period.

Strategy is not static. Asking these three questions once 

is not sufficient. Disasters are complex and so are their 

effects. A good strategy needs to be reassessed periodically 

by asking the same questions again and again.

Many businesses have recovered from disaster by 

developing a recovery strategy based on the effects of the 

disaster. The story of the Sheraton Hotel is not unique and 

there are many stories just like it. Let yours be one of them 

by asking the three critical recovery questions.

Lucien G. Canton, CEM is a consultant specializing in preparing 
managers to lead better in crisis by understanding the human factors 
often overlooked in crisis planning. A popular speaker and lecturer, he 
is the author of the best-selling Emergency Management: Concepts 
and Strategies for Effective Programs. For more information, please 
visit www.luciencanton.com, or email Info@luciencanton.com.
 

 3. What is the impact on your 
     CUSTOMER BASE?

      Disasters can frequently lead to demographic shifts    

      that can alter your customer base. Demand for    

      products and services can increase, decrease or be 

      unaffected, depending on the nature of these changes. 

      Disaster may actually offer an opportunity for 

      increased sales in some sectors. However, these 

      changes can be temporary or permanent, so increasing 

      capacity may be a risk. Following the Northridge 

      earthquake in California, many of the existing 

      population of middle-class, retired aerospace workers

      chose to relocate to other states. They were replaced by 

      an influx of largely Hispanic immigrants. This

      demographic shift resulted in changed demand for 

      products and services such as grocery items, clothing, 

      and restaurants.

Developing a recovery strategy requires an understanding 

of the impact of the crisis. This impact is not limited to 

physical loss; disasters produce ripple effects that can have 

a long-range impact on the survivability of a company. 

There are three basic questions that must be asked when 

developing a business recovery strategy: 

1. What is the impact on your  
    LABOR POOL?  

      For most companies, their ultimate competitive  

      advantage lies in their employees. Employees are      

      the repositories of intellectual capital and represent  

      a significant investment in training. However, disasters  

      can have a disproportionate impact on hourly  

      employees. Damage to housing stock may encourage  

      employees to relocate to other areas or seek higher- 

      paying jobs to meet unanticipated expenses. Disasters 

      also create new opportunities such as high-paying  

      construction jobs. One need look no further than the  

      mass-evacuation of the city of New Orleans following   

      Hurricane Katrina for an example of the effect of 

      disasters on local labor pools. 

 2. What is the impact on your  
     SUPPLY CHAIN?  

      Disasters frequently create spot shortages of goods and  

      services, particularly those related to reconstruction.  

      They also can generate significant transportation  

      infrastructure damage that can affect the delivery of  

      goods. Large numbers of manufacturers go out of  

      business following disasters either through destruction  

      of their facilities or their inability to resume normal  

      business operations. All of this suggests that the  

      resources needed to continue business may not be  

      readily available or may be spoken for by competitors.  

      In the classic supply chain study of microchip shortages  

      following a clean room fire, Nokia was able to secure all  

      future production runs of the microchips in question 

      and dealt a devastating blow to its competitor, Erickson.
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PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT   
IN SEED AND VEGETATIVE STOCK
Protect your investment is a principle ingrained from that 

first stashing of cash in a piggy bank, and—for many of 

you—hiding that piggy bank from your siblings. So, early 

on, you learned that protecting an investment was worthy of 

your attention, and sooner or later, you also learned that it 

could be a multi-step process.

The same is true of your investment in your business, 

though the stakes are higher and the processes multiplied 

many times over and much more complex. 

As a sod producer, you’ve learned the value of an investment 

is seldom static. It may appreciate or depreciate depending 

on its condition, its value to your business operations, and its 

value to those who might purchase it or use it. 

Most of you anticipate that the value of your land will 

appreciate. Though that increase in value is not assured, 

it’s a trend you’ve observed over time and you base the 

degree of your protection of that land on that premise. You 

expect the value of your equipment to depreciate. And 

most of you protect your equipment investment by taking 

steps to slow the rate of that depreciation through proper 

use and maintenance. At the same time, you analyze the 

effectiveness of that equipment to your business operations 

to determine the point at which it will be more cost effective 

to replace that investment than protect it. 

Protecting your investment in seed and vegetative stock is 

just as important as protecting your investment in land and 

equipment but, because that material becomes the product you 

sell as a sod producer, the types of protection are more complex. 

The next three articles address different aspects of 

protecting your investment in seed and vegetative stock. 

In his article, “TWCA Program Update,” Jack Karlin, 

program administrator for the Turfgrass Water 

Conservation Alliance, reports that TWCA members 

are committed to water conservation and dedicated to 

preserving the ecological benefits of turf in a managed 

environment. In his article, “A-LIST Approves New 

Varieties for 2016,” Jeremy Husen, executive director for 

the Alliance for Low Input Sustainable Turf, details how 

the A-LIST designation relates to seed and vegetative 

stock value. In her article, “Turfgrass Research: The New 

Funding Paradigm,” Stacie Zinn Roberts addresses a 

collaborative option for protecting your seed and vegetative 

stock investment. 

TWCA PROGRAM UPDATE
By Jack Karlin

The Turfgrass Water Conservation Alliance qualifies 

grasses that demonstrate a statistically significant water 

saving potential over conventional varieties of the same 

species. To do this we rely on a standard protocol for 

collecting and analyzing objective data from 14 trials with 

13 research collaborators across North America. Once 

the data has been collected and analyzed, the results are 

sent to our third party peer review board of researchers 

from the University of Arkansas and Purdue University. 

Our review panel ultimately makes the final qualification 

recommendations based solely on the evidence presented by 

research collaborators.

Since implementing a program administrator in 2014 the 

Turfgrass Water Conservation Alliance (TWCA) has 

expanded, not only its membership, but also its role in 

the turf industry and in its members’ communities. This 

expansion of role comes in myriad forms from advocacy, to 

diversified trialing and even includes philanthropic works.

TWCA’s membership has grown to more than 100 

members in the last two years and represents a broad 

coalition of government, university, and turf industry 

representatives all committed to water conservation and 

dedicated to preserving the ecological benefits of turf 

in a managed environment. This diverse membership 

comes from twenty-seven states, four provinces, and three 

countries around the world.

This diverse membership base is an incredible asset in the 

intensive advocacy work TWCA has been doing in the 

key turf battleground state of California. Through active 

participation and support in the form of public comment 

from university, government and industry members, 

TWCA acted as the only consistent voice for the turf 

industry during the Independent Technical Panel on 

Demand Management Measures meetings. These efforts 

allowed TWCA to de-emphasize Turf Removal programs 

in their final report to the California Department of Water 

Resources and the Legislature. This victory replaced an 

entire “Voluntary Turf Replacement” section of the report 

with “Voluntary Landscape Conversion.”

TWCA’s role in the turf industry has evolved in other 

ways as well. Beginning in 2015 TWCA established 

its first public demonstration plots in Ashland, OR, in 
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collaboration with the Mountain Meadows Retirement 

Community and in cooperation with the City of Ashland’s 

Water Conservation Specialist, Julie Smitherman. Created 

as a publicly accessible way to demonstrate turf quality and 

drought tolerance of TWCA qualified blends, the three 

plots established not only maintained excellent turf quality 

but reduced the water use by roughly 30 percent compared 

to the conventional turf in the rest of the community. 

In 2016, TWCA established two more test plots in the 

City of Brandon, Manitoba, Canada. A collaborative 

effort between TWCA, TWCA members Manderley 

Turf Products, and the City of Brandon Environmental 

Initiatives Coordinator, Lindsay Hargreaves; the Brandon 

Initiative replaced public boulevards with two different 

TWCA qualified drought tolerant blends. Once again, this 

ongoing project is intended to demonstrate both drought 

tolerance and turf quality in an actual location away from 

the tender ministrations of a turf research farm.

Expanding collaboration in the turf industry has been 

a recurrent theme for the TWCA as well. Beginning in 

2015, I, as TWCA program administrator, have served on 

the Advisory Board to the National Turfgrass Evaluation 

Program (NTEP) alongside TWCA members Dr. Mike 

Richardson (University of Arkansas) and Dr. Kevin 

Kenworthy (University of Florida) to aid in the creation 

of an NTEP drought trialing program. I also serve on the 

Sports Turf Managers Association (STMA) Environmental 

Committee. TWCA also has begun working with the 

Greenscape Alliance; a loose consortium of organizations 

inextricably linked to turf including: the National Hispanic 

Landscape Alliance (NHLA), the Irrigation Association 

(IA), the Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (OPEI), and 

Turfgrass Producers International (TPI).  

In 2014, TWCA began exploring the dynamic interaction 

between water conservation and end user behavior. That 

year TWCA became the first organization to conduct 

protocol regulated Low Maintenance trialing using the 

copyrighted TWCA Protocol for Low Maintenance Turf as 

a governing document. 

2015 saw TWCA tighten the requirements for qualification 

through an update of the copyrighted Turfgrass Water 

Conservation Protocol. The updated protocol raises the 

mandatory minimum of qualified varieties in a TWCA 

branded blend from 60% to 70% and explicitly mandates 

quantitative prequalification data on each variety prior 

to entry into the TWCA qualification trialing. The 2015 

updates also expand the scope of punitive options available 

to the TWCA if any member is found misapplying the 

TWCA seal. The updated protocol was approved and 

enacted February 2016 with blend requirements going into 

effect January 2017. Updates to the trialing protocols will go 

into effect with the 2016 Tall Fescue trials.
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2016 Tall Fescue trials were packaged and shipped to 

cooperators across the United States in August. The 2016 

trial will be the largest single trial packaged and shipped 

by the TWCA to date with eleven trials being established 

at ten locations. The Tall Fescue trial includes six Acute 

Drought trials, three Low Maintenance trials and two 

chronic drought trials. 

August 2016 was a busy time for TWCA as, in addition 

to packaging and shipping the largest trial to date we also 

made final arrangements for the installation of two playing 

fields at Walker Elementary School in Ashland, OR. As the 

Oregon Champion of Project EverGreen’s “Healthy Turf. 

Healthy Kids.” (HTHK) initiative, I have been working to 

coordinate volunteer and community participation in the 

project since May of 2015. The installation is a collaboration 

between the Ashland School District, Ashland Little 

League, Walker Elementary, and the City of Ashland. 

TWCA is donating two thousand pounds of premium 

qualified grass seed to establish the playing fields as well 

providing for two years of overseeding to ensure a successful 

and playable project for the community. 

The playing fields, in addition to benefiting the students of 

Walker Elementary, will also serve as playing and practice 

fields for the Ashland Little League Program. This program 

is a continuation of TWCA’s involvement with HTHK 

that began with TWCA donating the grass seed to the first 

HTHK project, the Michael J Zone Recreation Center in 

Cleveland, OH.

TWCA is proud to continue its stewardship of the managed 

environment and commitment to the communities 

that benefit from it. With a diverse and ever expanding 

membership, deepening collaborations, effective advocacy, 

and philanthropic contributions to communities; TWCA is 

striving to create more responsible communities and a more 

cooperative turf industry. For questions about the TWCA, 

please visit www.tgwca.org or contact jack.karlin@tgwca.org.

Jack Karlin is the program administrator for TWCA.A.
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7 Seas 
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Shadow III
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A-LIST APPROVES NEW VARIETIES FOR 2016 
By Jeremy Husen

The Alliance for Low Input Sustainable Turf (A-LIST) 

is an independent, non-profit, industry initiative fostering 

development of sustainable turfgrass varieties and related 

products that perform their function with less maintenance 

inputs, thus benefiting the environment. A-LIST monitors 

a voluntary evaluation program including metrics like 

water conservation, reduced fertility and traffic, heat, and 

drought stress tolerances, all with no fungicide or insecticide 

applications. Products that meet the acceptance criteria can 

utilize the A-LIST Approved symbol in their marketing 

and receive the A-LIST Approved tag for use in packaging.

A-LIST has approved a number of new varieties for 2016. 

To insure the integrity and independence of the program, 

testing is conducted by nationally recognized cooperators, 

selected on a regional basis to include environmental 

adaptability. These cooperators also participate on 

an Advisory Committee to further influence protocols. 

Participation in the independent and geographically diverse 

National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (NTEP) is also a 

requirement for the approval process. 

Current cooperators include: 

• James Baird, Ph.D.—University of California, Riverside 

• William Meyer, Ph.D.—Rutgers University 

• Grady Miller, Ph.D.—North Carolina State University 

• Cale Bigelow, Ph. D.—Purdue University 

Varieties were tested for a number of low-input factors 

including drought tolerance, reduced chemical usage 

and turf quality under adverse conditions. To become 

an “A-LIST Approved Variety,” a variety must have 

demonstrated superior performance in A-LIST trials as 

defined by: 

• The top least significant difference (LSD) group for  

  drought tolerance as measured by percent green cover for  

  each of two years in at least two locations. 

• Acceptable or better turf quality for each of the two years  

  in at least two locations. 

• Have been entered into an NTEP trial for the species.  

  For new cultivars that have met the approval standards  

  for performance in A-LIST trials, final approval will be  

  withheld until the cultivar(s) have been entered into an  

  NTEP trial. 

While all species are being evaluated on a continual basis 

only Tall fescue and Kentucky bluegrass varieties were 

approved this year to coincide with NTEP results. See the 

list of new approved varieties.

Only a select few varieties make the approved variety list.  As 

newer varieties replace older ones, the older varieties will be 

removed from the A-LIST. Once a variety has been removed 

from the list, members will have a 12-month transition 

period to help customers move from the older variety to the 

new improved one. The A-LIST strives to ensure that only 

the best performing varieties are part of the program. 

For more information on the A-LIST contact Jeremy 

Husen, A-LIST Executive Director,

jeremy@a-listturf.com or 541-760-3494. 

Jeremy Husen is Executive Director of A-LIST.
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By Stacie Zinn Roberts

Tucked away in a greenhouse, with only the buzz of an 

overhead light for company, a lone turfgrass researcher 

inspects a tray of tiny green progeny. Without the input 

of the industry that will eventually use or reject his new 

varietal release, this researcher could overlook the next great 

grass languishing unloved, unpropagated, undiscovered.

Thankfully, today’s turfgrass researchers do not work in 

isolation. Rather, they work in collaboration with sod 

producers and other industry members. They visit sod farms, 

get to know landscapers, and understand end-user needs. 

Two new initiatives are designed to solidify the relationship 

between university researchers and sod producers, as well 

as guarantee the funding researchers need to make the 

next big discovery. These initiatives support the breeding 

programs at the University of Florida and at North Carolina 

State University, in collaboration with the turf producers 

associations in those states. The programs are managed by 

the staff at Sod Solutions, a successful turfgrass licensing 

and marketing firm based in Mount Pleasant, SC. 

These initiatives are doing more than just breeding grass 

and building relationships. They’re completely changing the 

paradigm for how turfgrass breeding programs are funded and 

administered. These changes could alter the way sod producers 

license, grow and market proprietary turfgrasses forever.

How it Began
“The University 

of Florida (UF) 

approached us in 2010 

to express a need for 

research dollars and 

proposed a partnership 

with Sod Solutions and 

the Turfgrass Producers 

of Florida (TPF),” says 

Christian Broucqsault, 

chief operating officer 

for Sod Solutions. 

After nearly two years 

of conversations and 

planning, in May 2012, Turf Research Florida (TRF) was 

announced. TRF was created as a partnership between UF 

researchers and sod producers in Florida, who were also 

members of the TPF trade association. The purpose of the 

new group, administered by Sod Solutions staff, was to create 

a long-term resource for turfgrass research funding. What 

made the group different than any other organization or 

group that might just stroke a check were two distinct 

elements: sod producer input during the research phase; 

and exclusive licensing rights to any varieties produced by 

the program limited to the growers who had helped fund 

their development.

The first program launched under the initiative was 

a zoysiagrass breeding program through Dr. Kevin 

Kenworthy at UF’s Gainesville campus. TRF, Sod 

Solutions and 20 Florida sod producers promised to invest a 

total of $260,000 over six years to fund the development of 

a new zoysia variety. 

The hope was that a new zoysia might have some resistance 

to large patch disease, or show an improved response to 

drought or shade. Secondary objectives of the program were 

to develop a zoysiagrass with improved color retention in 

cooler temperatures, and responses to hunting billbug, fall 

armyworm or tropical sod webworm.

In 2015, a second group of Florida sod producers came 

together to fund Dr. Kenworthy’s research on St. 

Augustinegrass. Along with Sod Solutions, 26 Florida sod 

producers promised to invest a total of $126,000 over three 

years. The goal is to produce a St. Augustine for Florida that 

could serve as a true replacement for what is now considered 

the standard—Floratam.

In January of 2016, Sod Solutions announced they had 

negotiated a similar funding structure for North Carolina State 

University (NCSU) and the turfgrass breeding program headed 

by Dr. Susana Milla-Lewis. Turf Research North Carolina 

(TRNC) was formed in conjunction with the North Carolina 

Sod Producers Association (NCSPA), and 16 producers signed 

TURFGRASS RESEARCH:   
THE NEW FUNDING PARADIGM

Christian Broucqsault is Chief 
Operating Officer for Sod Solutions. 

Dr. Kevin Kenworthy examines one of his research plots at the 
University of Florida Plant Science Research & Education Unit. 
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Some producers, like Jonathan Brown, vice president of turf 

at Bethel Farms in Punta Gorda, Florida, maintain research 

plots on their farms, and help turfgrass breeders evaluate the 

progress of cultivars.

“In the past, with the University of Florida, we were just 

handed a grass. Here it is. Do with it what you will,” Brown 

says. “And I think all of us, including the universities, 

learned that that’s really not the way to do it.”

Dr. Kenworthy says he sees real value in extending research 

to the sod farm. “It’s different for a grass to look pretty in a 

plot, and it’s much different for it to perform out in the real 

world. Part of that performance is it has to grow in a sod 

grower’s field and it has to harvest well,” Kenworthy says. “A 

plot just doesn’t give you that observation. But by including 

the growers in the process we’re able to get that real-world, 

more practical experience and practical approach to help us 

to determine which grasses we really want to release, and 

then feel confident when we do release them that they will 

be successful in the marketplace.”

Taking the Risk
There is some risk involved when investing money 

in research. Some stellar varieties with improved 

characteristics specifically beneficial to the climate, soil and 

needs of specific states and regions may come out of any or 

all of the programs. 

Or, they might not. 

But to the producers 

who have gambled on 

the research funding, 

the game of chance is 

worth the wager.

“The only risk is that 

there are no guarantees 

that any new varieties 

will be released, but 

we are confident in Dr. 

Milla-Lewis’ program 

and expect great 

things! The future of 

the next generation of 

superior turfgrasses 

will come from NCSU,” Williams says. 

“You are certainly not going to find one if you don’t invest. 

That’s a sure thing,” Brown says. “But if you do invest, there is 

a very good likelihood that you’ll come up with something.” 

 Stacie Zinn Roberts is chief writer & marketing strategist of 
What’s Your Avocado? Marketing & PR Agency and a frequent 
contributor to green industry publications.  
Stacie@whatsyouravocado.com

All photos courtesy of Sod Solutions.

on to raise $321,984 in funding over six years for all varieties in 

the program, rather than just one grass family.

Past President of NCSPA John K. Williams, who for more 

than a dozen years  has served as farm manager at Oakland 

Plantation Turf Farm in Council, NC, and is a former 

certified golf course superintendent, supports the idea of 

direct funding of turf research through sod producers.

“We think that an upfront cooperation between growers, 

marketing firms, and the university will steer the development 

of needed varieties forward instead of random releases that 

have little input from growers and consumers,” Williams says.

Paradigm Shift
Perhaps the biggest shift to the research funding paradigm 

is the idea of exclusivity—that only those who fund upfront 

have access to new grasses released in their home state. 

This could rankle sod producers who didn’t contribute into 

the funding pool early on and find themselves shut out if a 

winning variety emerges.

In the states where the grasses are developed, Broucqsault says, 

growers must have participated in the funding and maintain an 

active membership in that state’s sod producers association.

“These programs incentivize the growers to be pro-active 

and look five or 10 years into the future,” Broucqsault says. 

Still, under some circumstances, those who don’t get in early 

may have a shot at licensing a revolutionary new grass.

“These grasses are open outside of the state,” Broucqsault 

explains. “Sod Solutions has exclusive access to be the 

marketing agent for the grasses outside of the state, whether 

that means licensing growers a state over or taking those 

grasses to the international level. This is the motivation for 

us and why we have been a driving force for getting these 

programs underway. Proceeds from the royalties of grasses 

will still go to the home university program and the home 

turfgrass association. So they still benefit, and in most cases, 

will benefit more from the grasses sold outside of the state. 

The growers, of course, will benefit from exclusivity of the 

university-endorsed grass at home.”   

Sod Producers Participate
While exclusivity is certainly an incentive, sod producers 

who’ve participated in the programs say having a voice in 

the research process is equally important. 

“I am that kind of guy. I want to be in on the ground floor. I 

want to see it, see how it operates and functions throughout 

the testing and this allows me to do that,” says Gary 

Bradshaw, president of SMR Farms in Bradenton, Florida. 

Participating producers have the chance to influence what 

types of characteristics they’d like to see emphasized for 

success in their marketplace. 

Dr. Susana Milla-Lewis heads the 
turfgrass breeding program at NCSU.
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By Suz Trusty 

Editor’s Note: Turf News asked Past President Steve 
Cockerham to look back over his career in the turfgrass industry to 
share highlights from the past and his vision for TPI in the future. 

Stephen T. Cockerham served as ASPA President from 

1981 to 1982. He was owner of Rancho Verde Turf Farms 

in Perris, CA, at that time. But his involvement with sod 

producers began much earlier. It was 1969 when Tobias 

Grether, owner of rapidly-growing Cal-Turf in Camarillo, 

CA, hired Steve to put together a research department for 

the company that would focus on new techniques and new 

cultural practices in sod production. 

Grether was a force in the industry; one of the five ASPA 

members that would later be honored for their “vision and 

unselfish dedication” in helping to organize the association. 

“Toby was a true visionary, eager to explore possibilities, and 

a mechanical genius,” says Cockerham. “Nearly six years 

working with Toby was fascinating—and the whole Cal-

Turf experience was an incredible opportunity for me.” 

Steve Cockerham brought his own unique vision, expertise 

and genius to sod production and the turfgrass industry. 

His start in turf included a segment as Dr. James B Beard’s 

“student labor” while Beard was working on his Ph.D. at 

Purdue. After Purdue, Cockerham worked in cooperative 

extension in Pennsylvania. 

He had moved on to a position in research and development 

for Ortho, in Fresno, CA, when Grether connected 

with him. Following Cal-Turf, Cockerham worked as a 

consultant, owned the sod farm, and then switched back 

to consulting. In 1983, he was hired by the University 

of California, Riverside. They were seeking someone 

who knew research and knew production to serve as 

superintendent for the Department of Agricultural 

Operations research station. That proved to be another 

industry-impacting match.

All these segments of Steve Cockerham’s career build 

together, expanding horizons along the way.

Cal-Turf and the Sod Industry
His Cal-Turf experience started with a road trip as he and 

his wife, Barbara, and their two-year-old son, left California 

in a company car, pulling a travel trailer, on a mission to 

hit the turfgrass research stations across the U.S. that had 

anything to do with turf. “We spent about nine weeks, 

meeting the “Who’s Who” of researchers and many of 

their students, who later became researchers,” Cockerham 

says. “The trip allowed me to build a nation-wide network 

of scientists who shared their expertise. And, by the time 

we returned, I had a pretty good grasp on how to start a 

company experiment station.”

One of his first research projects tackled the issue of 

excessive turfgrass clippings. An article he wrote in 1969, 

“The Cal-Turf Method of Clipping Utilization,” gives an 

overview of how he and Grether collaborated to turn the 

negative of excessive clippings into an asset—a component 

in poultry food. Cockerham says, “If I could figure out 

what a process needed to accomplish, Toby could design 

a machine to do it. The results were unique harvesting 

equipment and an onsite clippings dehydration facility.” 

As Grether began to expand Cal-Turf, Cockerham, whose role 

was now agronomist, was in the middle of the process. “We 

set up two sod farms from scratch, one in Irvine and one in 

Northern California,” Cockerham says. “Toby shared his goals 

for each site and I learned enough to develop the procedures, 

design the irrigation systems and determine the equipment 

needed to make that happen later for my own operation.”

Midwinter Conference and Field Day
Tobias Grether served two terms as ASPA president, 1970 to 

1971, and 1971 to 1972. Midwinter Conferences at that point 

were held in hotels. Cockerham says, “Toby wanted to stage 

something big to get the organization off the ground. He had 

orchestrated bringing the 1972 Midwinter Conference to 

STEVE COCKERHAM— 
BUILDING ON EXPERIENCE TO CRAFT THE FUTURE 

Steve Cockerham views the turf at the agricultural experiment 
station of the University of California, Riverside. Photo courtesy of 
University of California, Riverside
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Anaheim and holding it at the Disneyland Hotel, even helping 

to underwrite the costs. With Executive Director Dr. Henry 

Indyk based in New Jersey, Toby offered Cal-Turf ’s ‘help’ 

setting up the program and hosting a field day he wanted at 

Cal-Turf ’s Irvine site. And, because I had organized events in 

my cooperative extension days, he asked me to put it together. 

It raised the bar for future Conferences.” 

Netting and Sod
A piece of mail, 

delivered to Cal-

Turf by mistake, 

sparked the idea of 

combining netting and 

sod. It was an ad for 

DuPont Vexar netting 

promoting its use 

under mattress ticking 

to keep bed springs 

from puncturing the 

mattress. Cockerham 

knew most turfgrasses 

could be lifted and 

transplanted successfully before they were mature enough 

to be handled as sod. He says, “I wanted to find out if turf 

grown through netting could be harvested earlier. I shared 

my idea with Toby and he encouraged me to research it. 

I contacted DuPont and they sent material for the initial 

research. We harvested that first trial in four months. Toby, 

the manufacturing genius, built a machine to install the 

netting, cover it and seed—all in one operation.”

Moving On
In 1975, Grether sold Cal-Turf to American Garden Products 

in an offer too good to refuse. The new ownership and 

Cockerham were not a good fit, and he left the company. He 

started consulting, but soon saw there was room for another 

sod company in the market. He needed some backers to help 

finance it. “I walked into a bank and told them what I wanted 

to do. They asked to see the pro forma profit and loss statement. 

And I said, ‘Pro what?’ So I had to learn the basics of business 

finance.” The result was Rancho Verde Turf Farms.

ASPA Leadership Roles
Cockerham had been involved with ASPA for several years 

before becoming a member so he knew most of the sod 

producers and researchers that were active in the association. 

John Hope of Manderley Turf Farms, who would be elected 

ASPA President for 1979-1980, had encouraged Cockerham 

to serve on the board. Though Cockerham defines his role 

as “the guy in the corner saying, ‘Hey, wait a minute guys,’” 

ASPA’s records report his leadership initiatives.

Cockerham served as program chair of ASPA’s 1981 

Midwinter Conference and would be elected president for 

1981-1982 that July. The sod industry was facing multiple 

challenges: water use issues, an energy shortage, a recession 

and the resulting depressed markets, a lack of agreement on 

sod quality, pricing all over the board—and the debate over 

natural grass versus “that other stuff” was heating up. 

Moving On—Again
While Cockerham had gotten Rancho Verde Turf Farms “off 

the ground and operating pretty well,” the double whammy 

of the 1980 credit crunch and fuel shortages hit start-up 

businesses especially hard. “I couldn’t get enough fuel to run 

my trucks,” he says. “I had a letter of credit with the bank by 

then, but the interest rate was around 36 percent.” 

Ben Warren, co-founder of Warren’s Turf Nursery in Palos 

Park, IL, was a key leader in the formation of ASPA, and 

its first president. He had sold the company, which then 

decided to expand into southern California. Cockerham 

says, “Warren’s bought my farm, making it a branch of 

Warren’s Turf Nursery. I assisted the team during the 

transition, and then went back to consulting.”

Water Issues Hit Industry
In the early 1980s, Aurora, CO, outlawed the use of turf 
in lawns because of a water issue. “That was the first time 
we had that big a hit to the sod industry,” says Cockerham. 
“We, as sod producers and ASPA, realized water issues 
were not going away.”

With California’s persistent water problem, Cockerham 

had been researching turfgrass water use and, as researchers 

know, you always have to qualify, quantify and document 

scientific information. He says, “I met with Dr. Victor 

Gibeault, professor at UCR and long-time friend, to 

coordinate and co-chair what became a “Turfgrass Water 

Conservation” symposium. It featured research experts from 

education and industry who addressed water conservation as 

it relates to turfgrass selection, production and maintenance. 

The University of California had agreed to publish the 

proceedings, if we developed it.” Cockerham encouraged 

ASPA to sponsor 

the symposium. 

It was offered as a 

pre-conference event 

in conjunction with 

the 1983 Midwinter 

Conference in 

San Antonio, TX. 

Gibeault provided 

a summary of the 

symposium in a 

Conference session. 

The first edition 

of Turfgrass Water 
Conservation, co-

edited by Cockerham 

and Gibeault, was 

published in 1985. 

Steve Cockerham in 1974 displays the 
netted sod in one of the f irst production 
f ields. Photo from TPI archives

Steve Cockerham stands with pallets of sod 
for the home of TV’s Johnny Carson.
Photo from TPI archives
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University of California, Riverside
In 1983, Cockerham became Superintendent of 

Agricultural Operations for the agricultural experiment 

station of the University of California, Riverside. His 

background made him uniquely qualified for the position.

Cockerham says, “It was a fully administrative appointment, 

with the superintendent responsible to the Dean and the 

academic senate. That meant I’d need to have a publication 

history to get promoted. Vic Gibeault was already working 

in turf there, so we collaborated to put together a significant 

research program and the facility to operate it. We’d 

establish a second facility a few years later.”

The 1984 Olympics drew him into the sports turf industry. 

“I worked with sod growers at both the Coliseum and the 

Rose Bowl to prepare the fields for the events held there.” 

When the World Cup came to California in 1994, 

Cockerham worked with Dr. Jim Watson, turfgrass expert 

with the Toro Company, on preparing all nine venues 

for soccer. They were at the Stanford University field in 

Palo Alto, when Cockerham experienced what he terms, 

“my biggest scare. We were putting down the turf when 

I realized it was netted sod. I was the guy that invented 

it and knew I was going to have to explain the concept to 

someone. I was overwhelmed by self doubt at that moment. 

As it turned out, the netting was deep enough that the 

players’ cleats didn’t cut into it—and when they wore down 

the grass, the netting tore instead of catching their cleats. It 

was a wow moment. I’d had visions of one of those million 

dollar players ending his career.”

Typical of Cockerham, when he gets involved in an 

industry, he becomes a force in it. He served as president of 

the Sports Turf Managers Association (STMA) in 1989. 

He was the recipient of the prestigious Dr. William H. 

Daniel Award, which honors educators/researchers for their 

service to the industry, in 1991 and 1998. And he was the 

recipient of the 2005 President’s Award for Leadership.

The books he developed during his tenure with UCR 

made an equally impressive impact. Aiming to open doors, 

Cockerham wrote Turfgrass Sod Production, a basic guide 

and reference manual, which was published in 1988. He 

says, “It was written for new employees of established 

companies; turfgrass students; and those going into the 

business. Many in the sod industry liked it and some 

contributed to it. But those guarding their ‘trade secrets’ 

were not happy with me.”  

His next book, Establishing and Maintaining the Natural 
Turf Athletic Field, “a practical guide to sports turf culture,” 

was published in 2004. 

When Gibeault retired in 2007, Cockerham organized a 

second water symposium to honor his work. The second 

edition of Turfgrass Water Conservation, published in 2011, 

was a byproduct of this symposium. Cockerham co-

edited the second edition with Bernd Leinauer, a turfgrass 

specialist at New Mexico State University. “We added 

a ‘Practicum’ chapter of practical information, gleaned 

from each technical chapter, especially for practitioners, 

administrators in planning and operations, politicians, 

public agencies, educators, and students." 

Director Emeritus 
Cockerham retired in 2010 as director emeritus of UCR 

agricultural operations and, of course, he is still “working on 

some things.” He’s researching a range of cultural practices 

on a few paspalum cultivars to assess their performance 

in the Riverside, CA, climate. He has rekindled the 

unfinished De Anza zoysia project. De Anza, and its 

sister zoysia, Victoria, were patented and released from the 

UCR turfgrass breeding and research program through 

his collaboration with Gibeault. “De Anza was the first 

turfgrass used in what was then named Bank One Ballpark, 

home of Major League Baseball’s Arizona Diamondbacks. 

Its attributes are so strong; it deserves a closer look. I’m also 

working on an irrigation sensor study funded by a water 

conservation grant from Toro.” 

Looking to the Future 
As always, Cockerham is forward-thinking. “Water will be 

key everywhere, as it long has been in the Southwest,” he 

says. “During the severe drought about 15 years ago, I helped 

as Vic led a group of sod producers and other sod industry 

representatives to present scientific evidence to the governor 

and legislature to counteract those bashing turfgrass. This 

time, no one took a leadership role. It would be a great if TPI 

would step up to leadership in water politics—local, regional, 

national and international—but it must be coordinated so 

the message is consistent. Whatever the association can do, 

through research and/or education, to spread the positive 

message must be a top priority. Manufacturers are coming 

alongside that need, but they could use some help and 

recognition for their contribution. Sod growers have never 

been reluctant to state their thoughts. We just need 

to channel our efforts in the right direction to make a  

difference in public and legislative opinion and action.”

Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News. 
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Steve Cockerham checks the f ield at the Los Angeles Coliseum. 
Photo courtesy of University of California, Riverside
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Dr. John (Jack) R. Hall III received TPI’s Honorary 

Member Award on February 23, during the TPI 2016 

International Education Conference & Field Day in 

Houston, TX. This award is presented to an individual 

who has significantly improved and made a major 

contribution to the turfgrass industry.

Dr. Hall is professor emeritus, the retired head of the 

Crop & Soil/Environmental Science Department at 

Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, VA. His career has spanned 

over three decades. He earned his B.S. in floriculture and 

ornamental horticulture in 1964, and his M.S. in 1965, 

both at the University of Illinois. He earned his Ph.D. in 

1971 from The Ohio State University. 

Dr. Hall joined the faculty of the University of Maryland 

in 1971, starting his long involvement with sod producers 

then. He reported working with Parker Sterling at 

Princeton Turf Farms and with the Patton family. Dr. Hall 

joined the American Sod Producers Association (ASPA) 

in 1973 and has been an ASPA/TPI member ever since. 

He worked with fellow Maryland Turf Grass Association 

member Gus Day to coordinate the field day events during 

ASPA’s 1974 Summer Convention in Carrolton, MD.

He accepted a position at Virginia Tech in 1976. Dr. Hall’s 

interaction with sod producers continued as he worked 

with state associations throughout the region, including 

the Virginia Sod Growers Association and the Virginia 

Turfgrass Council. He set up research trials at Brookmeade 

Sod Farm, working with Louis and Ginger Brooking, and 

reported they’ve maintained turf plots ever since and the 

data generated there has been valuable not only for central 

Virginia, but for the entire Mid-Atlantic region. 

He reported the sod industry was growing rapidly in the 

early 1970's and was a dominant force in getting improved 

varieties of turfgrass into home lawns. The golf course 

and lawn care industries also were rapidly growing and 

the interaction between these three industries created an 

exponentially positive impact on turfgrass research and 

quality in the mid-Atlantic region. Nursery and landscape 

centers, lawn care operators and sod producers all benefitted 

when the U.S. Federal Housing Authority (FHA) included 

a stipulation on having an established front lawn prior to 

obtaining home financing. Many potential homeowners 

opted for an instant lawn with sod rather than working for 

several months to establish one from seed.

Dr. Hall recognized the importance of both industry-

specific associations, as a venue for sharing information, 

and the broader turfgrass associations as a forum for 

bringing sod producers 

together with those who 

used their sod, enabling 

them to more effectively 

learn about—and meet—

market needs. 

In 1994, Dr. Hall 

accepted the position of 

department head and, 

though he missed hands-

on field research, he 

likely had an even greater impact on the turfgrass industry 

through his interaction with state, regional and national 

turfgrass associations. 

Because of long-standing family commitments, Dr. Hall 

was unable to attend the 2016 TPI Conference. Louis 

Brooking accepted the award on his behalf and shared 

a few comments highlighting Dr. Hall’s leadership and 

dedication to the turfgrass industry. 

He then shared the following statements from Dr. Hall, 

"I am extremely humbled to have been given the TPI 

Honorary Member Award and wish I could be with you 

all to say thank you and rekindle old friendships. My 

involvement with sod producers goes back to 1971 in 

Maryland and continued in Virginia until my retirement 

in 2001. I still enjoy assisting TPI in scholarship 

application evaluation and look forward to serving in 

whatever capacity is helpful.

 “It was an extreme privilege to associate with the members 

of your industry. They were natural leaders who were not 

afraid to step up and take state and national leadership 

responsibility in associations representing the interests of 

their industry. One thing I sensed in working with most sod 

producers was the sadness they felt in sending the family 

farm's soil down the road with the product. Many of them 

were farming land that had received the sweat and toil of 

their fathers and grandfathers, so it was not easy to part 

with the product containing some of the family’s energy, 

devotion and history. 

 “Thank you very much for the privilege of  
   working with the members of the sod  
   industry and for this humbling recognition  
   of my contributions through the TPI  
   Honorary Membership Award.”

b 2016

I 

DR. JOHN (JACK) R. HALL III  
NAMED TPI HONORARY MEMBER

Dr. Jack Hall 
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Dr. Mike Kenna was the seventh recipient of TPI’s 

Distinguished Service Award which serves to recognize and 

honor individuals who have devoted their time, talent and 

energy to TPI, its programs and objectives and who have 

made an outstanding contribution to the turfgrass and green 

industry. The award was presented on February 23, during 

the TPI 2016 International Education Conference & Field 

Day in Houston, TX. 

Dr. Kenna has served as the director of U.S. Golf 

Association (USGA) Green Section Research since 

February 1990 and currently oversees the USGA’s turfgrass 

and environmental research activities, including soliciting 

and evaluating research proposals, grant making, and 

development of cooperative funding with government and 

commercial sources. He travels extensively to visit turfgrass 

and environmental research sites, speak at conferences about 

the USGA’s research programs, and serves on advisory 

boards and research foundations. 

Kevin Morris, executive director of the National Turfgrass 

Evaluation Program (NTEP) and president of the National 

Turfgrass Federation (NTF), a long-time colleague and friend, 

made the presentation on behalf of TPI. Calling it a distinct 

honor to do so, Morris said, “Mike has done so much to benefit 

this industry that I can only touch on a few specifics. He 

served as coeditor, with Dr. James B Beard, of Water Quality 
and Quantity Issues for Turfgrass in Urban Landscapes, and 

coeditor, with Dr. J. Marshall Clark, of Fate and Management 
of Turfgrass Chemicals. Both of these books also reached many 

of those outside the turfgrass industry with vital information. 

His knowledge, insight and guidance have been invaluable 

throughout his many years of serving on The Lawn Institute 

(TLI) Research Committee in advancing the breeding and 

development of turfgrasses. His role with the TPI Public 

Relations Working Group has helped extend the outreach 

promoting the benefits of turfgrasses.” 

As Dr. Kenna reported in his article, “USGA Research—

The Big Picture,” (See Turf News May/June 2015—page 

18), “Since 1921, USGA has issued grants totaling more 

than $40 million to research projects in North America, 

Australia, China and the United Kingdom.” 

Executive Director Doug Fender approached Dr. Kenna in 

the mid-1990s seeking information on the process USGA 

had developed for its research committee to set up a similar 

program for what was then the International Turf Producers 

Foundation (ITPF). Dr. Kenna not only contributed to 

development of the ITPF Research Committee’s formal 

structure, patterned on the USGA model, he became a 

member of the original 

committee. The other 

participants at that time 

were Dr. Coleman Ward 

of Auburn University; Dr. 

John R. (Jack) Hall III, 

Virginia Tech; and Dr. 

Harry D. Niemczyk, Ohio 

Agricultural Research and 

Development Center 

(OARDC) of The Ohio 

State University. Dr. 

Kenna has served on the sod producers research committee 

ever since and he spoke of the dedication of the committee 

chairs and members over the years.

Looking back at TPI’s role in industry-changing initiatives, 

he said, “Louis Brooking and Warren Bell traveled with 

us to Washington D.C. to address the National Institute 

for Food and Agriculture, the branch of the USDA that 

provides money for specialty crop research. Previously, 

that included horticultural crops, floriculture and nursery 

production. The sod producers were instrumental in 

inserting one little word into that specialty crop definition—

turfgrass. That addition has resulted in over $10 million in 

funding for turfgrass research.”

He thanked David Doguet, who initially invited him to join 

the TPI Public Relations Working Group, and expressed 

appreciation for the ongoing commitment of its chairs and 

members and what they have accomplished for the industry 

and he complimented the great work of Jim Novak. 

As Dr. Kenna thanked TPI for honoring him, he spoke of 

his joy in working in such an incredible industry. He stated 

how fortunate he had been to work with industry giants 

Dr. Glenn Burton and Dr. Wayne Hannah, and with every 

major plant breeder throughout his 25 years with USGA. 

He expressed appreciation for the many opportunities to 

interact with so many great researchers such as Dr. James 

Beard, Dr. Jim Watson and Dr. Paul Rieke. Dr. Kenna also 

expressed appreciation for the USGA team, starting with 

Jim Snow, national director of the USGA Green Section, 

who retired in 2011; Jim Moore, director of the USGA 

Green Section's Education Program; and Dr. Kimberly 

Erusha, managing director of the USGA Green Section.

Dr. Kenna’s commitment to using USGA’s resources to make 

the greatest impact is legendary within the turfgrass industry, 

as is his leadership in developing cooperative alliances 

that don’t merely discuss issues, but accomplish goals. 

Photo courtesy of USGA

DR. MIKE KENNA  
IMPACTING THE GREEN INDUSTRY

Dr. Mike Kenna
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By Suz Trusty 

Editor’s Note: This is the fourth in a series of articles covering 
university reports on their turfgrass breeding and research 
programs. If your University is involved in turfgrass breeding, 
please contact suztrusty@TurfGrassSod.org for the opportunity 
to feature your program in an upcoming issue of Turf News. 

“We have access to so much bermudagrass germplasm 

collected in many locations across the world, each with 

an estimated 30,000 to 50,000 genes; the number of 

combinations is unlimited. With the technological 

advancements in turfgrass breeding and genetics over the 

last ten years, we have the opportunity to develop even 

better varieties for this new time. That’s our goal,” says Dr. 

Yanqi Wu. 

Dr. Wu is pursuing that goal on the faculty of Oklahoma 

State University (OSU) as professor, Meibergen Family 

Professorship in Plant Breeding at the Department of Plant 

and Soil Sciences. His major responsibility is to provide 

leadership of the OSU Grass Breeding and Genetics 

Research Program. Current research is focused on the 

development of new cultivars, and genetic and genomic 

research on important agronomic traits in bermudagrass 

used for turf and forage, and switchgrass for bioenergy. 

Currently, his primary focus is on bermudagrass for turf, 

which has a potential economic impact for the university 

and the state. As OSU’s Turfgrass Science website http://
turf.okstate.edu states, “There are approximately 163,800 

square kilometers (63,244 square miles) of cultivated 

turfgrass in the United States. The turfgrass industry 

contributes approximately $40 billion per year to the 

United States economy and approximately $1 billion per 

year to the Oklahoma economy."

Looking Back
Wu visited Iowa and Minnesota in 2015 and found, in 

many areas, bermudagrass was considered a weed. He says, 

“About 80 years ago, before the bermudagrass breeding 

programs developed, it was considered a wily weed, very 

troublesome to the row crops in the southern States. Yet as 

early as the 1930s some scientists recognized its beautiful 

low mowing traits in response to Nitrogen applications. 

Smart people as far back as the ‘30s gathered germplasm 

from many locations in the world.”

He adds, “Bermudagrass was an introduced species in 

the United States; we think around 1700 in the southeast 

and about 1800 in the southwest. Following typical 

outcrossing reproductive behavior—with the progeny 

different from the parents—some progeny adapted 

from the new environments and moved either south 

or north. It’s a slow process, but it happens. While 

we expect to find uncultivated bermudagrasses in the 

southwest, southeast and south central regions of the 

U.S., surprisingly it has spread to many colder regions, 

including Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan, Washington, 

Oregon, Utah, Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado.”

By the mid-1900s, some forage varieties of 

bermudagrasses had been developed and more were 

being researched. Plant Geneticist Dr. Glenn Burton 

was one of the early germplasm collectors and breeders, 

notably including some of the smaller grass hybrids he 

discovered among his forage breeding varieties in the 

early 1940s, while working at the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture (USDA) Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment 

Station in Tifton. He saw the potential for bermudagrass 

for turf uses and allocated about 10 percent of his time 

to researching them. That resulted in the introduction of 

Tifway bermudagrass in 1960 and Tifdwarf in 1965—the 

cultivars which launched bermudagrass as a mainstay of 

the warm-season turf industry. 

In the early 1960s, OSU scientists Dr. Jack Harlan and 

his colleagues Drs. de Wet and Huffine collected more 

A HUGE GOAL  
FOR THE OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY  
TURFGRASS BREEDING AND RESEARCH PROGRAM  

Dr. Wu examines an early green-up bermudagrass developed in the OSU 
breeding program.
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than 700 bermudagrass accessions in several trips abroad 

and performed extensive research in the germplasm, 

largely creating a knowledge pool of bermudagrass 

genetics and taxonomy.

During that period, Dr. Charles M. Taliaferro had 

earned his B.S. in agronomy with a field crop option 

from OSU; his M.S. in agronomy in 1965 and his Ph.D. 

in plant breeding and genetics in 1966, both from Texas 

A&M University. He then worked for the USDA-

Agricultural Research Service in Tifton, GA. 

Dr. Taliaferro joined the OSU faculty in August of 1968. 

He began breeding and developing turf bermudagrasses 

in the mid-1980s.  Part of the Harlan/de Wet/Huffine 

collection has been used in the subsequently developed 

OSU breeding program by Dr. Taliaferro.

Also during the 1980s, Yanqi Wu was pursuing his

education in China. In 1985, he earned his B.S. in 

Animal Science from Ningxia Agricultural College (now 

Ningxia University). In 1988, he completed his M.S. in 

Forage Science at Sichuan Agricultural University.

He then held a faculty position at Sichuan Agricultural 

University in China from 1988 to 2000, with research and 

teaching responsibilities in forage and turfgrass sciences. 

“The Chinese economy picked up speed in the 1990s, which 

created a demand for the turf industry,” says Wu. “I somehow 

realized that early on and helped lead development of the 

first program for turfgrass science majors at a university in 

the southern part of China. It progressed so well we were 

drawing more than 500 students.”

Connecting with OSU
Sichuan Agricultural University introduced a new 

policy in 1999, mandating that every faculty member 

under 45 must have a Ph.D. to be promoted to full 

professor. Wu says, “I saw that as my opportunity to 

study for my Ph.D. Bermudagrass was the primary 

turfgrass grown in southwest China, so I determined I 

wanted to study bermudagrass.” 

Dr. Taliaferro’s OSU team had released two superior 

seeded bermudagrass cultivars to the turf industry: ‘Yukon’ 

in 1996 and ‘Riviera,’ in 2000. His team released a clonal 

cultivar ‘Patriot’ bermudagrass in 2002. All these cultivars 

are improved, with cold hardiness a primary trait.

Wu’s research into potential options for further study 

put Dr. Taliaferro’s program at the top of his list. In 

2001, that option opened for him. Wu served as a Ph.D. 

Graduate Research Assistant at OSU’s Department of 

Plant and Soil Sciences through 2004, working in the 

Grass Breeding and Genetics Laboratory, supervised by 

Dr. Taliaferro. Wu says, “Dr. Taliaferro is wonderful to 
work with, an excellent professor, an excellent person. It 
was a fascinating time of learning.”

Wu’s faculty background segment on the OSU website 

covering that period reports, “The research genetically 

characterized Cynodon germplasm accessions for 

important traits associated with forage, turf and other 

agronomical uses by morphology, flow cytometry and 

molecular marker systems. Significant findings included 

the determination of four distinct ploidy levels, 3x, 

4x, 5x and 6x among 120 Cynodon accessions from 

China. The Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism 

(AFLP) experiments resolved 28 C. dactylon var. 

dactylon (common bermudagrass) accessions from 11 

countries encompassing four continents into distinct 

relatedness groupings. That AFLP study demonstrated 

that substantial genetic variation exists within C. 

transvaalensis, which is native to South Africa, and had 

been described as morphologically uniform. 

“Field experiments indicated high levels of genetic 

variability among the 120 Chinese Cynodon accessions 

for descriptor traits including seed and biomass 

production, morphological traits, and three traits 

The bermudagrass genomic library is used in developing DNA markers in 
Dr. Wu’s laboratory.

Thermocyclers for DNA marker amplification at the OSU grass breeding 
and genetics laboratory.
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related to geographic adaptation. Path coefficient 

analyses indicated that seed head prolificacy and seed 

set percentage had the highest direct effects on seed 

yield. Stepwise regression analyses and path coefficient 

analyses indicated selection for plant height and adaptive 

capability in bermudagrass should be the best potential 

indirect traits for increased forage yield. The insights 

provided valuable information for breeding new and 

improved bermudagrass cultivars.” 

Dr. Wu received his Ph.D. in Crop Science (Grass 

Breeding and Genetics) from OSU in 2004. He then 

completed a two-year (2004-2006) postdoctoral research 

associate position with the USDA-ARS Plant Science 

Research Laboratory in Stillwater, Oklahoma, supervised 

by Dr. Yinghua Huang. As the website background 

reports, “The research utilized molecular marker systems 

for identification and characterization of genomic regions 

that affect sorghum resistance to greenbug, a major insect 

pest of sorghum.” And, “Among other findings, the study 

developed a saturated simple sequence repeat (SSR) 

genetic map in sorghum bicolor.”  

Dr. Taliaferro retired in 2006, officially becoming an 

OSU Regents professor emeritus. Wu says, “OSU hired 

me to fill his former position on July 1, 2006. He’s 

continued to be a mentor and a friend, keeping in touch, 

with our latest get together in early summer.” 

With development well underway when Wu stepped into 

his leadership role, ‘Goodwell’ forage bermudagrass was 

introduced in 2007 and ‘Cimarron’ switchgrass in 2008.

On the turf side, new releases took a bit longer. Wu 

says, “Dr. Taliaferro created these two plants—now 

named ‘Latitude 36’ and ‘NorthBridge’—from hundreds 

and hundreds of progenies and put them through rigid 

evaluation. Our colleagues’ evaluation of these two 

cultivars started in 2004. Once those trials were completed 

and reported, we prepared the data in 2010. Both cultivars 

were officially released that year, listing the turf team and, 

as with all OSU cultivar introductions, the Oklahoma 

Agricultural Experiment Station, OK.”  NorthBridge 

and Latitude 36 are popular in the U.S. transition zone 

primarily due to their cold hardiness; spring dead spot 

resistance; and improved turf quality, which encompasses 

color, texture, and the density to resist weed infestations 

and provide traffic tolerance. 

University research is highly driven by funding. Thus 90 

percent of Wu’s current research is focused on turf new 

variety development and molecular research advancement. 

“When I started at this post, simple system repeat (SSR) 

markers were available only for the major food grain crops, 

not bermudagrass,” states Wu. “The technology over 

only 10 years has moved so quickly, now that system has 

become outdated. We are genotyping using sequencing 

technology and the machines are more powerful with 

higher throughput, getting the results more quickly. It’s 

fascinating to learn more about the genomes of this grass.” 

Wu adds, “Latitude 36 and NorthBridge are interspecific 

hybrid turfgrass cultivars, incorporating the African 

with the common bermudagrass, and are fully sterile. 

We can not directly incorporate a new trait into them. 

So we are working to develop the new varieties looking 

at similar traits in turf quality, cold hardiness and spring 

dead spot resistance, and incorporating the added target 

or targets. For our United States Golf Association 

(USGA) grant, that target is drought resistance in seeded 

bermudagrasses and greens-type dwarf varieties.”

OSU also is one of the five universities participating in the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) funded, Coordinated 

Agricultural Projects (CAPs) team, along with North Carolina 

State University, Texas A&M, University of Florida and 

University of Georgia. Wu says, “That grant targets salinity 

and drought tolerance in clonal bermudagrasses. Other 

New hybrid progeny between common bermudagrass (Cynodon dactylon) 
and African bermudagrass (C. transvaalensis) are prepared to send out for 
testing each year.

New putting-type bermudagrass hybrids in the greenhouse.
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Picture Guy,” pages 48-51.) Dr. Jeff Anderson, a professor 

of Stress Physiology, who retired in 2015, dealt with plant 

responses to biotic and abiotic stresses, with his team focus 

evaluating the genetic improvement of cold hardiness 

in bermudagrass. Dr. Justin Moss, associate professor 

of Turfgrass Science, focuses on drought resistance, 

quantifying the water requirements and rooting capacity for 

each grass. Dr. Greg Bell, professor of Turfgrass Science, 

retired in 2015. His team focus on shade resistance is being 

continued by new faculty member, Dr. Charles Fontanier, 

assistant professor of Turfgrass Science. Dr. Kemin Su, 

research assistant professor, has performed molecular 

research in turfgrass physiology.

Dr. Nathan Walker, professor in the Department of 

Entomology and Plant Pathology, is the team plant pathologist 

focusing on turfgrass disease resistance. Wu says, “Dr. Walker’s 

work in identifying molecular markers for spring dead spot 

disease resistance is a significant advancement for the entire 

turfgrass industry.” Dr. Eric Rebek, associate professor and 

extension specialist in ornamentals and turfgrass entomology is 

the team entomologist.

Dr. Wu and these team members conduct their studies at 

multiple Field and Research Station sites including: the 

Controlled Environmental Research Lab, the Turf Center at 

the Botanic Gardens, the Agronomy Research Station, and 

the Entomology & Plant Pathology Farm—all in Stillwater, 

and the Cimarron Valley Research Station at Perkins, OK. 

The team also includes scientist colleagues with the 

OSU Department of Agricultural Economics, Associate 

Professor Dr. Tracy Boyer and Professor Dr. Chanjin 

Chung. “They develop the knowledge of needs across 

the wide spectrum of green industry categories, from 

golf, sports turf and sod production to home lawns. That 

information, along with feedback from our turfgrass 

extension colleagues, helps guide us in developing 

new varieties, allowing us to analyze potential variety 

performance for those traits that target the needs of 

specific consumer markets,” states Dr. Wu. “If we 

reduced mowing frequency that would not only cut gas 

and energy requirements, but all those homeowners that 

do their own mowing would throw a party for us.”

He stresses the importance of using the cutting edge 

technologies to develop varieties that incorporate the 

broad spectrum of traits that impact the environmental 

footprint of using turfgrass. Wu says, “The goal is to 

make significant improvement with grasses that are cold 

and heat tolerant; wear resistant; and require fewer inputs 

in all areas from water to fertilizer, fungicides, pesticides 

and energy for this new era of environmental awareness. 

Building on the work of industry pioneers like Dr. 

Taliaferro, I believe we can accomplish that.”

factors that merit consideration include shade tolerance, traffic 

tolerance and sod tensile strength.” 

The turf world is applying the molecular marker technology 

not just to basic genetic studies, but also in other research 

applications, such as accurately identifying clonal 

bermudagrass varieties, which traditional morphology 

(identification by form and structure) can’t always do. 

Wu points to an example from 2015 when a sod producer 

in south Florida found some scattered areas within his 

Latitude 36 foundation plot that were sporting. “We went 

to the field and collected samples of the sports which were 

a little coarser, very dark colored and larger than the rest 

of the plants,” says Wu. “We isolated the DNA and found 

they were genetically Latitude 36. Because of the molecular 

marker identification, the sod producer and the local 

crop certification agency representatives had confidence 

that the field was Latitude 36. Further analysis of the 

situation revealed the sporting was due to uneven nitrogen 

availability related to the previous use of that field.”

Other uses of molecular marker identification are 

more recent, according to Wu. “Last year we used the 

molecular markers to identify the seeded varieties to 

accurately place the plant into a source variety. The result 

has not yet been published, but that capability will prove 

useful and valuable in further research.” 

Collaborative Team
Dr. Wu notes that OSU has a collaborative turfgrass 

breeding and research program with many members on 

the team. “The contributions of each team member build 

on those of the others.” 

Many team members are in the Department of 

Horticulture and Landscape Architecture. Dr. Dennis 

Martin, a professor and extension/research turf specialist, 

conducts comprehensive, replicated evaluations looking 

at turf quality, disease resistance, drought resistance, 

adaptation and other issues related to the variety. (For more 

information on Dr. Martin’s research program, see “Dr. 

Dennis Martin—The OSU Turf Research Program’s Big 

r. 

Dr. Wu checks these NorthBridge bermudagrass sod rolls produced on a 
licensed sod farm. 

Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News. 

All photos courtesy of Oklahoma State University and Dr. Yanqi Wu.
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Wednesday, February 22, 2017

8:30 am - 1:30 pm Field Day

6:00 - 9:00 pm Banquet - Fifty & Fabulous:  
Celebrating Our Past, Inspiring Our Future

Thursday, February 23, 2017

8:00 - 9:00 am Continental Breakfast in Exhibit Hall

9:15 - 12:30 pm Education Session

12:30 - 2:00 pm Lunch in Exhibit Hall

2:00 - 5:00 pm Education Session

Monday, February 20, 2017

7:00 - 8:15 am Inspirational Breakfast*

8:30 am - 2:00 pm Rootin’ Tootin’ Clay Shootin’ - The Lawn 
Institute Shooting Clay Tournament*

10:00 am - 2:00 pm Treasures of Tampa by Water & Land Tour *

2:30 - 5:00 pm
Pre-Conference Seminar*
Common Sense Strategic Planning 
Dr. Edward Wright, Western Carolina University

5:00 - 6:00 pm First Time Attendee/New Generation/ 
Ice Breakers Reception

6:00 - 7:30 pm President’s Welcome Reception

Tuesday, February 21, 2017

7:30 - 8:45 am Past Presidents’ Breakfast 
(by invitation only)

7:30 - 8:45 am Women’s “Dutch” Breakfast

8:00 - 9:00 am Continental Breakfast

9:00 - 10:15 am Education Session

10:15 - 10:30 am Break

10:30 am - 12:00 pm Annual Business Meeting 
(members only)

12:00 pm - 2:00 pm Lunch & Roundtable Discussions

2:00 - 4:00 pm Education Session

4:00 - 7:30 pm Exhibit Hall Open 
5:00 - 6:30 pm  Dinner in Exhibit Hall
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By Suz Trusty 

Practically anyone working with cold hardy turf-type 

bermudagrass has been impacted by the work of Dr. 

Dennis Martin. He joined the Horticulture and Landscape 

Architecture Department of Oklahoma State University 

(OSU) in September of 1990—26 years ago. His 

appointment now is very similar to what it was when he 

started: 75 percent extension and 25 percent research. 

Most of Professor Martin’s field work is based at the Turf 

Research Center in Stillwater where his research activities 

include: “Evaluation of turf-type bermudagrasses, tall 

fescues, Kentucky bluegrasses, fine fescues, creeping 

bentgrasses, zoysiagrasses and buffalograsses for adaptation 

to Oklahoma and management of the National Turfgrass 

Evaluation Program (NTEP) trials. As part of the turfgrass 

team, he assists in the development of new seeded and 

vegetative propagated cold hardy bermudagrasses for sports 

turf, golf course fairways/tees and home lawns.” 

He and his staff also are working on a large research 

and extension education project for the Oklahoma 

Department of Transportation (ODOT), conducting 

herbicide trials on the roadsides, assessing their roadside 

vegetation management programs, and assisting ODOT 

with their new monarch/pollinator habitat improvement 

program. His extension activities include: “Development 

of formal suggestions for turfgrass selection, 

establishment, maintenance and pest control practices on 

golf courses, sod farms, athletic fields and commercial 

grounds in Oklahoma. Delivery of turf extension 

programming information to commercial and professional 

turf managers through a state-wide turf conference, 

workshops, and printed and audio/visual media.” 

He describes the “rest of his job” as “advising grad 

students” and “filling in holes and finding new 

opportunities here and there.” Obviously, he’s a big 

picture guy with the ability and flexibility to tackle 

multiple tasks effectively.

As a youngster, Dennis Martin, like many of his 

childhood friends, operated a small, neighborhood 

mowing business. He recalls his favorite marketing phrase 

was “… and I will trim around the house, sidewalks and 

flower beds but I promise not to mow off your flowers.” 

As a teen he worked in baling hay and straw, hoeing out 

weeds from soybeans, and detasseling seed production field 

corn. In college he moved through forestry, greenhouse 

production, and nursery production before settling in on 

a turfgrass management specialization. While he enjoyed 

a golf course crew member internship between his junior 

and senior years, after a taste of turfgrass research gained 

through participating in his college’s first-ever, formalized 

undergraduate research scholarship, he was hooked on 

turfgrass science. 

After earning his Bachelor’s degree in Ornamental 

Horticulture and his Masters and Ph.D. in Horticulture, 

all at the University of Illinois, he was eager to put his 

education to work and really looking forward to his 

supporting role on the turfgrass breeding and research 

team. “Ten months after I was hired, OSU lead turfgrass 

researcher, Dr. Joel Barber, left to work for Golf 

Enterprises,” says Martin. “I moved from the support 

position to the spotlight—basically taking over running 

the program, including the screening project for the 

bermudas, at the end of July in 1991.” 

That made him the direct link to OSU turfgrass breeder/

geneticist Dr. Charles Taliaferro. Martin adds, “I 

really appreciate the opportunity to have worked with 

Dr. Taliaferro from my start time to his retirement in 

2006. Everything the OSU program has accomplished 

in turfgrass breeding and research rests on the sound 

foundation of his vision and focus, beginning with his 

work on improved turf-type bermudagrasses in 1986. The 

year 1986 was a big year for OSU. Our first USGA-funded 

bermudagrass development grant started and the first 

NTEP bermudagrass trial was planted at OSU that year. 

DR. DENNIS MARTIN—THE OSU TURF 
RESEARCH PROGRAM’S BIG PICTURE GUY

Turfgrass lawns are meant to support recreation and relaxation as Dr. 
Dennis Martin demonstrates here with Jackie Little Squirt.   
Photo by Karen Martin       
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“In 1991, OSU was working with Kansas State 

University (KSU) to release a couple intraspecific hybrid 

bermudagrasses developed by then retired breeder Dr. 

Ray Keen, along with his KSU team of Dr. John Pair, 

and later, Dr. Jack Fry, both vital researchers in the joint-

state release. Dr. Taliaferro had previously introduced 

‘Guymon,’ the first cold-hardy, seeded, general purpose 

forage/soil stabilization-type bermudagrass; as well as 

‘Bison’ buffalograss; and some forage grasses; so he was 

familiar with the process.” 

Dr. Martin quickly learned the ropes from his many 

mentors and participated in the registration and joint 

release of ‘Midlawn’ and ‘Midfield’ by KSU/OSU in 

that year. He also handled many of the initial licensee 

recruitment calls, as well as foundation stock production 

and harvest/transfer from facilities at OSU. At that time 

it was commonplace for University intellectual property 

offices and the Agricultural Experiment Stations to not 

only handle releases but also to locate all product licensees.

Launching New Turfgrasses 
In 2000, OSU released ‘Yukon,’ its first high quality 

seeded bermudagrass that also offered superior cold 

hardiness; followed in 2001 by the improved, seeded 

and cold-hardy ‘Riviera’ bermudagrass. In 2002, OSU 

introduced ‘Patriot,’ a high-quality, very dark blue-green 

clonal interspecific hybrid bermudagrass. Like Yukon 

and Riviera, Patriot had such strong cold hardiness that 

it could be used in several states north of Oklahoma. 

These grasses remain well-favored in the industry today, 

especially Riviera and Yukon. Martin says, “OSU 

handled the licensing for all three of these grasses. 

Notably there are some sod producers of Riviera seeded 

bermudagrass. While Patriot gained good industry 

acceptance within the sod production industry, it pales in 

comparison to our 2010 clonal releases.”

Dr. Yanqi Wu, who had taken part in the bermudagrass 

development process as a grad student, returned to OSU 

to fill Dr. Taliaferro’s role upon Taliaferro’s retirement 

in 2006. Martin says, “At that point, former turfgrass 

research assistant and graduate student Holly Han 

wrapped up her Masters degree. We were analyzing all 

the internal data from 30 promising experimental lines to 

determine our two best entries for inclusion in the 2007-

to-2012 NTEP bermudagrass trial because we only had 

funding to cover sponsorship of two clonal types. Our 

two entries, OKC1119 and OKC1134, did very well in the 

2007 NTEP bermudagrass trial, and the data continued 

to be so strong, we released them in 2010. These grasses 

would later be named ‘Latitude 36’ and ‘NorthBridge.’“

Sod Solutions was selected as the exclusive licensing 

company for Latitude 36 and NorthBridge. “They have 

about 35 licensees of those two products world-wide now,” 

says Martin. “They visit each U.S. licensee twice a year to 

verify that the highest quality stock is in the production 

fields and ensure all regulatory processes and paperwork 

are up to date. Sod Solutions, working with the licensees, 

also handles the marketing and advertising.”

On all of the OSU turfgrass releases after 1991, Dr. 

Martin is listed as the second developer on the release 

documents and patents.

Matching Needs 
Understanding industry needs is extremely important 

in turfgrass cultivar development. Dr. Tracy Boyer, an 

OSU agricultural economist, has recently joined the 

collaborative turfgrass team, and she has been working 

diligently in the survey aspect of this process. Martin 

says, “We use surveys to examine the perceptions 

of the buyer categories: sod producers, golf course 

superintendents, sports turf managers, lawn care 

professionals and consumers. We want to know what 

performance traits they value; how great the demand is 

for those traits; whether they would expect small or large 

improvements; would they expect them for free; or would 

they be willing to pay for them; and how much would 

they pay. We can take the information, analyze it and see 

how we can help from the area of development.”  (For 

more information on the OSU Collaborative Team, see 

“Huge Goal for the Oklahoma State University Turfgrass 

Breeding and Research Program,” pages 43-46.)

In addition, Dr. Martin’s extension position gives him 

the opportunity to listen to everyone in every type of 

turfgrass use. He’s found having both extension and 

research experience beneficial in gaining the most from 

these interactions. “Hearing their concerns in light of the 

Dr. Dennis Martin points out the variations in performance during this 
bermudagrass winterkill workshop. Photo by OSU-Steve Batten
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traits we’re evaluating is an ideal fit,” he says. “In many 

areas, I see two distinctly different needs between the 

landscape/home lawn and the sports field/golf segments. 

The interesting question—is there enough difference to 

develop grasses specifically for both segments?”

He points to the shade factor as a much greater issue for 

the home lawn/landscape with trees than for a sports 

complex–with the exception of stadium fields where the 

stands can cast long shadows. Martin adds, “For sports 

fields and golf courses, the turf has to not only look good, 

especially if an event will be televised; it has to play well; 

and it has to stand up to wear and recover quickly from 

it. That takes a grass that is dense, sturdy, and aggressive 

enough to provide the growth, regrowth and recovery. 

For a major portion of the lawn and landscape market 

the turf just needs to ‘be there’ and look good. The ideal 

landscape bermudagrass would produce good, solid turf 

cover under a number of stresses; withstand drought 

without wilt or discoloration; and not be overly aggressive 

so it wouldn’t grow into the landscape beds or over the 

hardscape and need so much edging or trimming. 

“The professional—golf superintendent, sports field 

manager, parks superintendent—recognizes the cost 

savings in maintenance over time and won’t have trouble 

spending more for the proprietary variety. The homeowner 

is extremely cost conscious and looks for immediate value. 

It’s typically more difficult to sell a high performance grass 

to the consumer than to the educated professional.”

The sod producer’s perspective may be different than 

that of the end users, notes Martin. “Growing fewer 

cultivars may be a better choice for them. It’s expensive 

to develop the ground and keep it in pedigree stock; the 

more varieties the greater the headaches and the greater 

the potential for cross-contamination; and they have 

to be concerned with cash flow. The question—what 

percentage of increased sales and profits justifies growing 

different grasses for different markets?”   

Workshops are a prime resource allowing Dr. Dennis Martin to provide 
information to, and receive feedback from, different user groups. 
Photo by OSU-Steve Batten

More to Come 
OSU has much in the pipeline and even more to come. 

To develop new cultivars, the OSU breeders/geneticists 

use molecular marker technology and high through 

put to produce and screen crosses among hundreds of 

genotypes, narrowing the selection to several dozen lines. 

These are given to researchers at the Turf Grass Center 

to plant out and grow under different management 

programs tailored to specific market segments. From the 

thousands of experimental lines only a handful of elite 

lines emerge to be tested in NTEP trials around the U.S. 

From that handful emerge the top notch performers that 

are commercially released.

Martin says, “We’ve adopted advanced screening 

technology and techniques in the field, too. We’ve been 

involved with digital image analysis (DIA) since it was 

introduced. Our traffic simulators are adapted to mimic 

sports or golf activity and we measure and analyze 

recovery from it. Team members have, and will be, 

using shade for screening grasses and measuring shade 

tolerance. Our team members work with rain out shelters 

to gauge reaction to, and recovery from, drought. We test 

irrigation alternative products and protocols. We screen 

new varieties for tolerance to the broad spectrum of 

herbicides, old and new.”   

Since 1999, Dr. Nathan Walker, OSU turf team plant 

pathologist, has been working on the biology and 

control of spring dead spot (SDS) disease (among other 

areas). Martin says, “This work is performed in the lab 

under controlled conditions as well as in the field. Field 

work has included screening bermudagrass varieties for 

resistance/tolerance to SDS. Notably, Dr. Walker has 

inserted a fluorescing gene in the pathogen that causes 

the pathogen to fluoresce under controlled lab conditions. 

This allows tracking of exactly which tissues the disease-

causing organism is attacking, which is beneficial in a 

number of studies. Professor Walker also has developed a 

rapid screening technique for SDS that has high through 

put for screening for SDS resistance. It is important to 

note that our varieties have improved resistance to SDS 

but are not immune to the disease.” 

Every new introduction brings challenges and learning 

opportunities, notes Martin. “One of the big lessons 

with Midlawn and Midfield in the early 1990s was the 

need to not only test and locate cold-hardy, high quality, 

improved clonal bermudagrasses, but also to effectively 

quantify sod tensile strength. While I’d been told they 

would be fine, our licensees reported they didn’t hold 

together very well. That was the limiting factor for the 

success of those grasses in the trade.” 

Though others had developed sod tensile strength testing 

units with actuators (stretching units), it was Martin 

and his students who developed a simple qualitative 
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Suz Trusty is co-editor of Turf News. 

rating scale, from 1 to 5, to match up to data from the 

tensile strength machine leading to a rapid field testing 

procedure. He says, “Three is the bare minimum that is 

commercially acceptable, and we’re looking for a five, for 

a marketable introduction. Many graduate students have 

been taught the technique over the years.”

One of the last steps prior to releasing a new cultivar 

is field-testing in “real world” conditions, such as a sod 

field, golf course or home lawn. Martin reports those 

participating in the testing must sign “material transfer 

agreements” with the OSU Technology Development 

Office stating they will not barter, sell, trade, share or 

transfer the material and that they recognize that OSU 

owns all rights concerning that material. 

“In a few isolated cases, some trait that is revealed during 

the interval while a cultivar is going through this ‘real 

world’ testing causes us to decide not to release it,” reports 

Martin. “Wherever that material is being tested, it must 

be killed out. That’s disappointing, but it is the right 

decision, necessary to ensure that everything possible has 

been done to offer the best assurance that only suitable and 

fit material will be released to the industry.”

A kill decision is probably most disappointing for the 

testing sod producer, especially if the cooperating 

producer really likes the grass and would be eager to 

become a licensee for it if it were to be released. Yet, 

Martin notes, the sod producer involved with field-

testing knows this is a risk during the experimental 

phase of a grass and that it is all part of the development 

process prior to a successful release/commercialization of 

a product. This is also part of the industry’s contribution 

in developing the best possible cultivars for the industry 

itself. By participating, cooperating sod producers know 

that there are no guarantees; but by participating, they 

already know if they wish to become licensed if and when 

the grass is released. He points to the great working 

relationship with TPI member Gary Wilbur of Oakwood 

Sod Farm in Delmar, MD, who has been field-testing 

grasses for the OSU research team since the mid 1990s. 

Martin says, “He’s field-tested the lines that would 

become Patriot, Latitude 36 and NorthBridge and is now 

working with us on some putting green material.”

The Big Picture
Martin is quick to acknowledge all those who assist the 

turfgrass team. “There is no small role in the process,” 

he says. “Each aspect is vital to the goal of improving 

turfgrasses. We so appreciate the USGA and the USDA-

NIFA Specialty Crops Initiative; the Oklahoma Ag 

Experiment Station; the Oklahoma Turfgrass Research 

Foundation (OTRF); the Oklahoma Sod Producers 

Association (OSPA) and the citizens of Oklahoma 

for their long and ongoing support. We’re so thankful 

for our field-testers; for all of our licensed producers 

of seeded and vegetative varieties; and for all that Sod 

Solutions has done and their dedication to the user. I love 

my career with its opportunities to explore new horizons 

and to have great interaction with those within the green 

industry and the public.” 

Martin goes on to say, “Over the years, I have come to 

appreciate a statement the late Dr. Glenn Burton made 

to Dr. Charles Taliaferro in the early 1990s on one of his 

visits to our program. ‘About 20 years after you release 

a grass you will know if it was a good idea or not.’  That 

statement reveals much about turfgrass research and 

about both Dr. Burton and Dr. Taliaferro, plant breeders/

geneticists of great achievement, yet very humble people.” 

Great achievement and humble—two descriptors that 

also fit well for Dr. Dennis Martin.

Dr. Martin and his students developed a simple qualitative rating scale to 
match up to data from the tensile strength machine leading to a rapid field 
testing procedure. Photo by OSU-Steve Batten

Poor sod tensile strength can be the limiting factor for the success of a grass 
in the trade. Photo by OSU-Steve Batten
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By Jim Novak

Turfgrass producers and Industry delegates* from all over 

Europe will gather in Ginosa, in Southern Italy, to sample 

local turfgrass production, talk about the challenges and 

opportunities they face, and have a unique opportunity 

to meet, network, and share ideas that can shape the 

direction of this increasingly important industry.

This year’s European Turfgrass Producers (ETP) Farm 

Tour will take place September 28-30 and it’s open to 

participants from all over the world.

In addition to planned presentations, an open exhibition to 

all ETP Industry Sponsor companies, and social activities, 

attendees will visit “I Prati di Marinella,” a sod farm in 

the delta of Metaponto that grows a tall fescue/Kentucky 

bluegrass mix and bermudagrass on the local sandy soils. 

The farm is located just one kilometer (less that a mile) 

from the ancient Greek ruins of Lycian Apollo.

The tour also includes a visit to Plantec Soc. Agr. Srl, 

the largest sod farm in southern Italy at 60 hectares (148 

acres). Plantec grows a tall fescue/Kentucky bluegrass mix, 

plus bermudagrass, Manilagrass, zoysiagrass, seashore 

paspalum and Village Green Kikuyugrass. The farm is 

located on a hill made up of almost pure sand. The farm 

house, which dates from the mid 1700s, is in typical 

Apulian “masseria” style and also will host the evening 

aperitif and barbeque. 

Plantec is a member of both the European Turfgrass 

Society (ETS) and Turfgrass Producers International 

(TPI) and they have currently undertaken research 

projects on turfgrass with the Institute of Plant Production 

of the University of Bari.

EUROPEAN TURFGRASS PRODUCERS 
TO HOLD 2016 FARM TOUR IN GINOSA, ITALY 

The 2016 ETP Farm Tour attendees will tour Stadio San Nicola in Bari on the afternoon of September 30. This view focuses on the pitch of 
Tifway 419 bermudagrass on which the 1990 FIFA World Cup was played. The unique design of the stadium resembles a 'f lower,’ with the 
8-meter empty spaces which separate the 'petals' clearly visible at the upper tiers of the stadium in this photo.

The fascinating Lycian Apollo Greek ruins are located one kilometer 
from “I Prati di Marinella,” the sod farm which is the f irst stop on the 
ETP Farm Tour on September 29. 
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The City of Matera is a Unesco World Heritage Site which attendees will tour on the morning of September 30. Matera has gained international fame 
for its ancient town, the "Sassi di Matera" (meaning "stones of Matera"). The Sassi originated in a prehistoric troglodyte settlement, and these dwellings 
are thought to be among the first ever human settlements in what is now Italy. The Sassi are habitations dug into the calcareous rock itself, which is 
characteristic of Basilicata and Apulia. Many of them are really little more than caverns, and in some parts of the Sassi, a street lies on top of another 
group of dwellings. The ancient town grew up on one slope of the rocky ravine created by a river that is now a small stream, and this ravine is known locally 
as "la Gravina." In the 1950s, the government of Italy used force to relocate most of the population of the Sassi to areas of the developing modern city.

For more information and registrations, please visit the 

link to the 2016 ETP Farm Tour: 

http://turfgrassproducers.eu/2016farmtour/

The host hotel is the Kalidria Hotel Spa in Castellaneta 

Marina, Italy. For more information on the hotel, please 

visit their website: www.novayardinia.it/kalidria

To become an ETP member, please visit: 

http://turfgrassproducers.eu 

*ETP Sponsors only

Jim Novak is public relations manager for Turfgrass 
Producers International.

All photos courtesy of European Turfgrass Producers

The tour also will travel to Bari S. Nicola Stadium in Bari, 

Italy. The multi-use all-seater stadium was designed by 

architect Renzo Piano for the 1990 FIFA World Cup in Italy. 

The stadium resembles a 'flower.’ To create this particular 

design, the stadium consists of 26 'petals' and upper tiers of 

the higher ring which are separated by 8-meter empty spaces. 

(Each space has a span equivalent to 26.25 feet.) It holds 

58,248 people. The pitch is Tifway 419 bermudagrass.

Plantec Soc. Agr. Srl is the largest sod farm in southern Italy at 60 
hectares (148 acres). Production of turfgrass sod was started there in 
2001 by the brothers Ada and Pierluigi Strada and marketed under the 
name Protopia. This company truck is parked near the gardens outside 
Plantec’s farm house where the September 29 evening aperitif and 
barbeque will be hosted.
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By Carlos Guerrero

The Fifth European Turfgrass 

Society (ETS) Conference, a 

biannual meeting, was held at the 

Salgados Palace Hotel in Salgados, 

Albufeira, Portugal, June 5-8, 

2016, under the responsibility and 

organization of the University of 

Algarve. The conference theme was 

"Turfgrass—Towards Sustainability 

and Perfection for Aesthetic, 

Recreation and Sports."

The meeting aimed the share of 

knowledge, experiences, research 

results, data, ideas, services, and 

products advertising, among 

researchers, turfgrass specialists, and 

stakeholders towards sustainability 

and perfection for aesthetic, 

recreational and sports lawns.

Scientifically, this meeting was 

divided in seven main topics:

• Turfgrass genetics and breeding

• Turfgrass and Landscape

• Turfgrass pests  

  (diseases, insects, weeds)

• Technology advances and turfgrass 

  maintenance

• Water Management

• Turfgrass nutrition and physiology

• Turfgrass for sports

Regarding the participation, despite the 

economic problems that most of us are 

facing nowadays, 115 participants were 

involved in this scientific program. These 

participants came from 21 countries, 

from Europe, America (North to South), 

Asia, Oceania and Africa.

The first two days were dedicated to 

plenary sessions where more than 80 

oral communications and posters were 

presented and discussed in those seven 

thematic sessions.

The third day was a technical tour 

where sustainability was the main 

focus, respectively:

1) At a golf course which is totally 

irrigated with treated wastewater (The 

Herdade dos Salgados golf course); 

2) At a golf course project approved 

after a long environmental study 

has been done (Quinta da Ombria, 

Loulé); and 

3) At a Bermudagrass sod farm.

FIFTH EUROPEAN TURFGRASS SOCIETY
CONFERENCE SUMMARY 

"Turfgrass—Towards Sustainability and Perfection for Aesthetic, 

Recreational and Sports"

The Fifth European Turfgrass Society (ETS) Conference held in Salgados, Albufeira, Portugal, June 5-8, 2016, drew 115 participants, 
coming from 21 countries across Europe, North and South America, Asia, Oceania and Africa. Many of the attendees gathered for this group 
photo outside the host hotel, the Salgados Palace Hotel.
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During the first two days, five 

keynote speakers delivered 

respectively five interesting talks:

• José António Monteiro, from the  

  University of Algarve, spoke about  

  turf, mankind and landscape;

• Jason Kruse, from the University  

  of Florida, had his talk focusing  

  on the maximization of turfgrass  

  performance, looking for 

  micronutrients and turf nutrition;

• Richard Snyder, from the University  

  of California Davis, gave his talk  

  focusing on water management  

  through low-cost urban ET  

  (evapotranspiration) measurements  

  and estimates;

• Filippo Lulli, from Turf Europe, 

  showed how precision farming  

  practices in sports turf management,  

  can help to solve new and old  

  problems in football pitches, such 

  as the French stadiums that are  

  being used in the football European  

  championship 2016; and

• Tom Hsiang, from the University  

  of Guelph, gave his presentation    

  on disease resistance activators and  

  its benefits.

ETS Conference participants were welcomed during the opening 
session by (from left to right as viewed): Nektarios Panayiotis 
(former ETS Board President); Paulo Águas (Vice-Rector of the 
University of Algarve); Carlos Guerrero (Convener of the 5th ETS 
Conference); and Maria de Lurdes Cristiano (Dean of the Faculty 
of Sciences and Technology of the University of Algarve).

Seven of the nine newly elected ETS Board members are shown here 
(from left to right as viewed): Alessandro de Luca, Carlos Guerrero, 
Claudia de Bertoldi (Secretary), Stewart Brown (President), Anne Mette 
Dahl Jensen, Fritz Lord (Vice-President) and Wolfgang Praemassing.

On the second day, the ETS had its 

General Assembly where a new Board  

was elected. For the next four years, the 

actual ETS Board has the following 

members:

• Stewart Brown, Myerscough  

  College (UK), President

• Anne Mette Dahl Jensen, University  

  of Copenhagen (DEN)

• Alessandro de Luca, Italian Golf  

  Federation (ITA)

• Claudia de Bertoldi, Turf Europe (ITA)

• Tatsiana Espevig, Norwegian  

  Institute of Bio-Economy Research  

  (NIBIO) (NOR)

• Carlos Guerrero, University of  

  Algarve (POR)

• Bernd Leinauer, New Mexico State   

  University (GER/USA)

• Fritz Lord, COMPOEXPERT (GER)

• Wolfgang Praemassing, DEULA 

  Rheinland GmbH (GER)

This trio of ETS Presidents includes (from 
left to right as viewed): Stewart Brown 
(the newly elected ETS Board President), 
Nektarios Panayiotis (former ETS Board 
President who served 2012-2016), and Marco 
Volterrani (the f irst ETS Board President, 
who served 2008-2012).

To the former ETS Board, a 

special word: Thank you for your 

commitment to the association. 

A special acknowledgment to: 

Messinagro, Syngenta, Itelmatis, 

Novarelva, Bayer, Sapec, the 

Portuguese Foundation for Science 

and Technology, the Luso-American 

Development Foundation, and the 

Algarve Tourism Office for the 

financial support given.

On the third day of the ETS Conference 
attendees took a technical tour to three 
different sites. Their f irst visit was to 
Herdade dos Salgados Golf Course, which is 
totally irrigated with treated wastewater.

Carlos Guerrero, University of  
Algarve, Portugal, was the Convener  
for this ETS Conference.

Photo Credit: All photos courtesy of the 
European Turfgrass Society.

For more information about ETS, 

please visit the website: 

http://www.turfgrasssociety.eu/

To follow ETS on Facebook, please 

follow the link below: 

https://www.facebook.com/
europeanturfgrasssociety/?fref=ts
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TURF INDUSTRY NEWS
Redexim Adds Territory Manager for Texas & Oklahoma

Redexim Turf Products, the factory direct store for 

Redexim North America, based in Valley Park, MO, has 

added a new staff member: Tom Werner of Dallas, Texas. 

Tom is now the Territory Sales Manager for the states of 

Texas and Oklahoma.

Tom joins the Redexim Turf Products team with many 

years of experience on the golf course side of the turf 

industry. Tom graduated from Texas A&M University 

with a degree in Agronomy and Turf Management.  

After college Tom gained more than 27 years of 

experience as a golf course superintendent. Tom also 

has several years of sales experience. In his free time 

Tom enjoys watching college and professional sports, 

photography and the great outdoors.

Compass Minerals Names Protassium+ Sales Director

Compass Minerals, the producer of Protassium+ sulfate 

of potash, has named Scott Johnson director of sales for 

Protassium+ North America.

Johnson is an industry veteran with extensive sales 

experience, most recently with Archer Daniels Midland 

(ADM) and Intrepid Potash. He will be responsible 

for driving sales of Protassium+ supporting the volume 

expansion projects already well underway at both 

Ogden, Utah, and Wynyard, Saskatchewan. Johnson’s 

leadership will provide the necessary foundation for 

further growth of the Protassium+ product line. 

TSCA Reform: A Bipartisan Effort to Protect Against 

Dangerous Chemicals

President Obama has signed a bipartisan bill to reform 

the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). The new law 

requires EPA to evaluate existing chemicals, with clear 

and enforceable deadlines. Under the old law, the tens 

of thousands of chemicals already in existence in 1976 

were considered in compliance, without any requirement 

or schedule for EPA to review them for safety. EPA is 

now required to systematically prioritize and evaluate 

chemicals on a specific and enforceable schedule. Within 

a few years, EPA’s chemicals program will have to 

assess at least 20 chemicals at a time, beginning another 

chemical review as soon as one is completed.

Under the new law, EPA will evaluate chemicals purely 

on the basis of the health risks they pose. The old law was 

so burdensome that it prevented EPA from taking action 

to protect public health and the environment–even when 

a chemical posed a known health threat. Now, EPA will 

have to evaluate a chemical’s safety purely based on the 

health risks it poses—including to vulnerable groups 

like children and the elderly, and to workers who use 

chemicals daily as part of their jobs—and then take steps 

to eliminate any unreasonable risks found.

The new law provides a consistent source of funding 

for EPA to carry out its new responsibilities. EPA 

will now be able to collect up to $25 million a year in 

user fees from chemical manufacturers and processers, 

supplemented by Congressional budgeting, to pay for 

these improvements. 

Team UGA Launches Seashore Paspalum Website

A website dedicated to seashore paspalum turfgrass 

has been launched by Team UGA® at the university 

of Georgia. Team UGA consists of experts in warm 

season turfgrass breeding, pest resistance, management, 

licensing, certification, and foundation plant material 

production. The website SeashorePaspalum.uga.edu 
was created to serve as a resource on the proper use, 

maintenance and research of this highly salt-tolerant 

family of grasses. It is administered by Team UGA at 

The University of Georgia—powered by the expertise of 

dedicated scientists working in the fields of agronomy, 

entomology, weed science, plant physiology, plant 

pathology and molecular genetics—it is their intention to 

provide the information needed by the viewer to succeed 

in specifying, planting, utilizing and managing seashore 

paspalum on golf courses, sports fields and lawns.

Zeon Zoysia & Bladerunner Farms on NY Times  

Sports Section Cover

Thanks to all the interest in the Olympics, TPI member 

Bladerunner Farms and Zeon Zoysia were featured 

on the cover of the NY Times Sports Section on July 

22. The article can be found at http://www.nytimes.
com/2016/07/24/sports/olympics/resilient-golf-turf-faces-
test-at-olympics.html?smid=tw-share&_r=0 . Since golf 

is back in the Olympics after a 112 year absence and 

the grass was new to Brazil there was added interest in 

the grass and the course. See the Turf News May/June 

issue, page 15 for more information. Watch for follow-

up information on the Olympic natural turf surfaces in 

future issues.
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TURF INDUSTRY NEWS
OPEI 2016-2017 Officers & Directors Named

The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (OPEI) 

announced its 2016-2017 Officers and Board of 

Directors. The officers and new board members were 

elected during the OPEI Annual Meeting held June 

21-23 in Asheville, NC. Officers for the 2016-2017 year 

are: OPEI Chair: Tim Merrett, Vice President, Global 

Platform Turf & Utility, Deere & Company; OPEI 

Vice Chair: Daniel Ariens, Chairman & CEO, Ariens 

Company; OPEI Secretary/Treasurer: Tom Cromwell, 

Group President - Power, Kohler Company; Immediate 

Past Chair: Lee Sowell, President - Outdoor Products, 

Techtronic Industries, N.A., Incorporated.

“I am honored to be selected as chair. We are 

addressing new challenges as our industry grows,” said 

Tim Merrett. “We continue to build appreciation for 

the value and benefits of living landscapes and work to 

represent our members and their interests. We are also 

looking forward to our largest GIE+EXPO ever.”

New directors this year include: Bjoern Fischer, 

President, Stihl and Jeff Hohler, President, Consumer 

Brands Division, Husqvarna Professional Products. 

Continuing their service on the OPEI Board 

of Directors are: Tim Dorsey, President, Echo 

Incorporated; Tom Duncan, President & CEO, 

Positec USA, Inc.; Edward B. Cohen, Vice President – 

Government & Industry Relations, American Honda 

Motor Company Inc.; Marc J. Dufour, President & 

CEO, Club Car – LLC; Peter Hampton, President, 

Active Exhaust Corporation; Jean Hlay, President & 

Chief Operating Officer, MTD Products Inc.; Rick 

Olson, President & Chief Operating Officer, The Toro 

Company; Todd Teske, Chairman, President & CEO,  

Briggs and Stratton Corporation; and David Withers, 

President, Jacobsen, A Textron Company.

App Available to Report, Track and Resolve Safety  

& Operational Matters

A new version of The WorkplaceAware Report 

Management System has been released. It was first 

introduced in 2014 and quickly became a relied on 

solution to streamline and improve reporting processes. 

Instead of taking time to fill out multiple reports when 

a person gets back to the office, they can use the app on 

their smartphone, tablet or laptop to report any issues 

that might need attention. Pictures can be submitted 

and the reports are geo-tagged based on the location 

of the picture taken. Business owners, safety officers 

and managers can access the WorkplaceAware web-

based dashboard wherever they are located. Reports 

can be generated and provided to a particular employee 

or management group, or forwarded electronically to 

the appropriate individual employee or department for 

immediate intervention and resolution. Alerts can be 

transmitted instantly notifying all mobile app users 

of significant events and news critical for an informed 

workforce. As government reporting requirements 

become more prevalent, ways to assist that process 

become more valuable. More information can be obtained 

at, www.workplaceaware.com. 

Another App Available to Assist Farmers

A leading UK precision crop production company, SOYL 

has unveiled a new field scouting app called iSOYLscout. 

They say it is set to make recording, monitoring and 

reviewing of in-field problems and variations much easier 

for farmers. The app works on iPhones and iPads to 

enable growers and anyone else helping to manage the 

business to log features and problems on the land while 

they are actually in the field. For example, they could 

note patches of weeds so that they could refer back to the 

information later when making spraying plans, or log the 

location of natural features such as trees or ponds which 

will help when creating crop protection application plans 

perhaps months later. Text edits and photographs can be 

added. The app is free and can be downloaded from the 

Apple App Store. More information can be obtained at 

www.soyl.co.uk. 

Another Step Ahead for the Brouwer RoboMax

The Brouwer RoboMax Automatic Stacking Roll 

Harvester is now featured on a John Deere 6110M

Tractor. The improved design provides additional ground 

clearance, a shorter turning radius, and a higher seating 

position for greater visibility. An optional adjustable 

pre-roller can be installed for improved cutting quality 

and increased floatation in extreme conditions. These 

additional features complement the current proven 

automatic flap control, that keeps sod roll flaps consistent 

in the same set position for a perfect and stable pallet; 

On-the-Go Scrap Ejection which drops rolls away from 

the turf; precision stacking patterns; and On-The-Go 

Pallet Drop. When full, pallets can be dropped without 

stopping or easily backed out of the way.
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  FOR SALE OR TRADE: T2001 Trebro Autostack, 

John Deere Diesel, A/C, AM/FM radio, 9521 hours, SN 

#AS017. Works great, no issues! $65,000 or will trade for 

Trebro Harvestack. We are selling the Autostack since we currently 

own two Harvestacks and want to have the same pallet configurations. 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: NEW REDUCED PRICING visit 

www.hubersodsale.com for current list and prices. New Holland TG230 

field tractor; (2) Kawasaki Mule 550; (3) Irrigation pumps (2 stationary, 

1 trailered); Vicon 500 gal. sprayer with 66-ft. Roger's Innovative 

windfoil boom;  Vicon 365 gal. sprayer with 20' boom; (2) Land Pride 

10-ft. Primary seeders; (1) Brillion primary seeder; Kubota Hydraulic 

verti-cut 7 gang; Big roll washer; Eversman 1650 Box Scraper; 

Reynolds Earth Scraper 6C; 32-ft. Alloway/Rau Seedbetter finisher; 

Harrel on-land switch plow 8 bottom; Case/IH disc 19-ft. 6-in.; 

Modus T frame with finisher & slicer; (7) 3 point big roll sod installers; 

VibroNetter netting installer; Landpride RCP2560 Ditch mower; 

Kubota M7030 4WD turf; Kubota M6030 with Loader; (2) Kubota 

M4030 turf; Toro 3100 triplex with groomers (also verti-cut gangs); 

Turf roller 3-gang pull-behind 18-ft. 17,000 lb.; Trail King Princeton 

trailer; large inventory of Wade Rain 5-in. x 40-ft. Poweroll 48-in. 

wheels and movers; 3" solid set pipe for 10 acres. 

Contact: huberranch@aol.com, John Huber at 219-765-0285

FOR SALE: Flatbeds with forklift kits. We have (35) new 

38’ and 45’ x 102’ Manac, Direct and Clark trailers in stock 

with 75 more on order. We have all steel with wood floors, 

12 winches, headboards, LED lights, combo forklift kits, Moffett, 

Princeton, Navigator and Palfinger. Steel disc wheels, air ride slides, 

fixed air rides and spring slides. If we do not have what you want we 

can have it built in as little as eight weeks. Contact: Bill Israel, 404-

324-7191 or email bill.israel@northstar-trailer.com.

FOR SALE: 2015 Progressive Roller Mower 22’ used on 

limited acreage.  $30,000 Perfect condition. Also looking 

to buy a used 48” or 30” Princeton or WMI 3 point 

harvester. (Any condition) Contact: Ron or Justin Payne at 

815-468-6400 or email info@paynesodfarm.com.

CALL TEXAS SOD FOR ALL YOUR SOD NEEDS: New and 

used equipment; Parts for all Sod Equipment; Netting, Harvester Tarps, 

Trimble GPS Equipment, Sod Staples, Truck Tarps and much more. 

Contact: 888-246-4268 or www.TexasSod.com.

  SALES MIDWEST: Several good used little roll, slab,  

  big roll, and auto-stacking harvesters for sale. New & Used   

  Donkey, Brouwer, Kesmac, MasterCraft, First Products, 

Progressive & Stec brand equipment. We also offer a full line of 

parts, Poly Tubes, Cardboard Tubes, Degradable Big Roll Netting,  

Degradable Field Net & a variety of harvester & mower blades.  

New & Used Equipment Contact: Sales Midwest Inc. at 

800.385.9408, 913.254.9560 or www.salesmidwest.com. 

Contact: Diversified Asset Solutions at 888.888.8133, 913.829.5622 

or twollesen@assetbids.com. Get Registered for Our On-line Turf 

Auctions – Held Online at: www.assetbids.com.

FOR SALE: Trebro Quad sod pallet mover. Only 1,800    

hours – $65,000. Contact: Bill Brockett at 703-609-8016 

or billbrockett@virginiabeef.com

       FOR SALE: 2005 Trebro Auto Stack in very good 

condition. Totally reconditioned including a new engine 

from John Deere, not used since reconditioning - $135,000. 

Contact: Bill Brockett at 703-609-8016 or billbrockett@virginiabeef.com

HELP WANTED: Turf Farm Manager - Henderson Turf in 

Franklin, Ohio is seeking a Turf Farm Manager. This position has 

significant autonomy and requires a broad skill-set, including general 

management capability, attention to detail, “get-it-done” attitude, 

superior interpersonal skills and in-depth agricultural experience. 

Preferred Position Qualifications: Bachelors of Science degree in 

an Ag related field; previous experience working with Turf & Farm 

Management. Compensation based on experience.

Contact: Betsey Click at 937-748-1559 or betseyc@gproservices.com 

FOR SALE: 2011- 5 Gang Verticutter Dethatcher. Like 

New – Asking $15,000 (Canadian). We are located one 

hour north of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.. Contact: 905-

478-2323 or info@sod4u.ca.

TPI CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING– TARGETED TO TURFGRASS PRODUCERS WORLDWIDE
Buying or selling equipment, supplies, properties, or looking for employment opportunities? 
TPI classified advertising is the answer! Reach your target market with a low cost classified ad in Turf News magazine and the TPI website 

at www.TurfGrassSod.org. All classified ads are posted to the TPI website & featured in the matching Turf News issue for one low rate!

Premier Classified Advertising! 
With the Premier Classified Advertising option you can add one photograph to your website ad! The electronic version of  

Turf News will link the reader directly to your ad on TPI’s website. Readers of the print version will be able to view your ad with picture by 

going to www.TurfGrassSod.org. 

Classified Ad Rates:      TPI Member $200….…....Non-member $275  

Premier Classified Ad:  TPI Member $225………..Non-member $300

Rates are determined in one-inch vertical increments. Please estimate approximately 65 words per inch. Photos are limited to the website 

and one photograph per ad.  

Deadline: 30-days prior to Turf News issue date (e.g., November/December Turf News issue, ad is due by October 1.)  

Payment: Classified ads are to be paid in advance—we accept check or Visa, MasterCard & AmEx. 

Contact: Please send your classified ad to Geri Hannah via fax 847-649-5678; email ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org or regular mail to:  

Turfgrass Producers International, 2 East Main Street, East Dundee, IL 60118 U.S.A. 

All classified ads are subject to review; TPI does not endorse any ad and reserves the right to edit or decline any ad. 

CLASSIFIED ADS
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By Kevin Morris

We are trying to raise money to keep the ‘Grass Roots’ 

exhibit maintained at the National Arboretum.  If we 

cannot reach our goal for this year ($50,000), we will 

not be able to continue maintenance, pay staff, as well 

as continue the other projects which we are working 

on to inform and educate the public, regulators and 

government officials about turfgrass and its benefits.

We hope that each of you can take this message to your 

local, state and regional turfgrass and other associations 

and ask them to consider a donation (any amount is much 

appreciated.)  Here are a few facts about ‘Grass Roots:’

1. Located at the National Arboretum in Washington, 
DC (two miles from the U.S. Capitol). The Arboretum 
sees about 500,000 visitors per year … we 
conservatively estimate 50,000+ people have visited 
'Grass Roots' since its opening in October 2014. 

2. The National Arboretum is a USDA-ARS facility 
but 'Grass Roots' maintenance is funded entirely by 
the turfgrass industry. 

3. We have entertained many groups at 'Grass 
Roots' including: landscape architects, native plant 
societies, garden clubs, school and youth groups, 
and others, including EPA Water Sense staff. 

4. Many workshops have been conducted by Geoff 
Rinehart at the Arboretum site, as well as off site 
at garden club meetings, extension seminars and 
other events.

5. We are constructing another 'Grass Roots' site at 
the Maryland SoccerPlex in Boyds, MD, which will 
open this fall.  The MD SoccerPlex has 24 fields and 
hosts about 650,000 visitors per year.

6. We also have other possible sites as well, at well 
known, heavily visited locations.

'GRASS ROOTS' EXHIBIT SEEKS FUNDING
7. We were just recognized by USDA-ARS as one of 
their 25 top accomplishments in 2015 http://www.ars.
usda.gov/is/discoveries/scientificdiscoveries.pdf (p. 18).

8. Mrs. Obama’s “Let’s Move/Let’s Read” campaign 
came to 'Grass Roots' on Friday, August 5th  
http://www.serve.gov/site-page/lrlm     
http://blog.ed.gov/topic/lets-read-lets-move/.

Here’s the link to our funding campaign.  Learn more 

about what 'Grass Roots' is about!

https://fundly.com/keep-grass-roots-growing#

'Grass Roots' Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/NTFGrassRootsInitiative/

Twitter

https://twitter.com/Grass_Roots_NTF

Thanks in advance for your help!

Kevin Morris is president of the National Turfgrass Federation, Inc. 
(NTF) and executive director of the National Turfgrass 
Evaluation Program (NTEP).

Photo courtesy of 'Grass Roots' 
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TURF INDUSTRY CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER 
September 15—17 

The Landscape Show

Orange County Convention Center, Orlando, FL 

Contact: http://www.fngla.org/  
September 19—21 

AmericanHort – Plug & Cutting Conference 

Sheraton Carlsbad Resort & Spa, Carlsbad, CA

Contact: http://americanhort.org/AH/Events      Programs/2016/ 
Plug      Cutting/plug_cut_home.aspx
September 20—22

International Erosion Control Association 23rd Annual  

Mid-Atlantic Chapter Conference, Workshop & Trade Exposition

Double Tree by Hilton Hotel, Annapolis, MD

Contact: http://macieca.org/events/
September 26—28 

FTGA 64th Annual Conference & Show 

Innisbrook Golf & Spa, Palm Harbor, FL 

Contact: www.ftga.org  
September 28—30 

2016 ETP Farm Tour in Italy 

Kalidria Hotel Spa – Castellaneta Marina, TA, Italy 

Contact: http://turfgrassproducers.eu/2016farmtour/ 
September 29—30 

Oklahoma Nursery and Landscape Association 

Annual Convention & Trade Show – Connecting the Dots 

Cox Convention Center, Oklahoma City, OK 

Contact: 405-945-6737; info@oknla.org 

OCTOBER 
October 4 

CGSA Fall Field Day

Royal Montreal Golf Club, Ile-Bizard (Montreal), QC 

Contact: kwood@golfsupers.com
October 5 

Citra IFSA Field Day

UF/IFAS Plant Science Research & Education Unit, Citra, FL

Contact: http://www.ftga.org/events/
October 6

Iowa GCSA/Eastern Iowa State Meeting

Riverside Casino and Golf Resort, Riverside, IA

Contact: www.iowaturfgrass.org
October 11—13

Deep South Turf Expo

The Beau Rivage, Biloxi, MS

Contact: http://www.deepsouthturfexpo.org/ 
October 19—22 

2016 PGMS School of Grounds Management 

Galt House Hotel, Louisville, KY 

Contact: www.pgms.org
October 19—21 

GIE+EXPO

Kentucky Expo Center, Louisville, KY

Contact: www.gie-expo.com 
October 21—24 

American Society of Landscape Architects—Annual Meeting

New Orleans Ernest N. Morial Convention Center, New Orleans, LA

Contact:http://advertise.asla.org/expo/

NOVEMBER
November 16—17 

New York State Turfgrass Association Turf & Grounds Exposition

Rochester Riverside Convention Center, Rochester, NY

Contact: www.nysta.org
November 17—18 

The Green Industry Show & Conference

EXPO Centre at Northlands Park, Edmonton, AL, Canada

Contact: http://www.greenindustryshow.com/

DECEMBER
December 1 

NYSTA Long Island Regional Conference

Upsky Long Island Hotel, Hauppauge, NY

Contact: www.nysta.org
December 5—8 

Ohio Turfgrass Foundation 50th Anniversary— 

OTF Conference & Show

Greater Columbus Convention Center, Columbus, OH

Contact: 614-285-4683; info@ohioturf.org
December 5—9 

2016 Irrigation Show & Education Conference

Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV

Contact: http://www.irrigation.org/IrrigationShow/
December 6—8 

Kansas Turfgrass Conference

Topeka, KS

Contact: 785-532-6173; cdipman@ksu.edu
December 6—8 

New Jersey GREEN EXPO Turf & Landscape Conference

The Borgato Hotel & Casino, Atlantic City, NJ

Contact: 973-812-6467; www.njturfgrass.org
December 6—8 

Rocky Mountain Regional Turfgrass Association

63rd Annual Conference & Trade Show

Crowne Plaza DIA, Denver, CO

Contact: 303-770-2220; www.rmrta.org 
December 8 

2016 EDGE Expo Educational Conference

Infinite Energy Center, Duluth, GA

Contact: 800-687-6949; info@georgiauac.com
December 13—15 

Texas Turfgrass Conference & Show

Marriott Riverwalk & Gonzalez Convention Center, San Antonio, TX

Contact: www.texasturf.com

FEBRUARY 2017
February 20—23 

Turfgrass Producers International –Celebrating 50 Years 

2017 International Education 

Conference & Field Day 

Saddlebrook Resort, Tampa, FL 

Contact: 847-649-5555

For additional calendar items, visit www.TurfGrassSod.org. If you are planning an industry event of interest to our readers please send the 
information to ghannah@TurfGrassSod.org and put “Industry Calendar” in the subject line.






